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The Freedom That Is Basic
In the name of free speech and freedom of the
press—the First Amendment provisions—a lot of
Communist trouble-makers and their stooges cavort
in public places; saying and doing things that are at
least on the borderline of the seditious, always with
the declaration that such is their "constitutional
right."
It is significant, however, that it is not their admired Marxist lands in which such freedom is
known; but the democracies. Everywhere a Marxist
moves in, the movement clamps down violent
closures on freedom. By way of illustration, note a
quotation: "Why should freedom of speech and
freedom of the press be allowed? Why should a
government which is doing what it believes to be
right allow itself to be criticized? It would not allow
opposition by lethal weapons. Ideas are much fatal
things than guns. Why should any man be allowed to
buy a printing press and disseminate pernicious
opinion calculated to embarrass the government?"
Whose words are these? Nikolai Lenin said it—the
Marxist hand that led to the violence
that
established communism as the way of life in Russia.
Characteristically, communism puts out the light
wherever it takes over. Stooges in this country who
invoke the First Amendment are wrapping themselves for protection in the very instrument they
would totally destroy should ideology come to
power.—Nashville (Tenn.) Banner

The Oddsmaker
Was it only four months ago that Las Vegas oddsmaker Jimmie the Greek focused his bookmaking
talents on the Democratic presidential race? Let's
- see, now. Ed Muskie,said Jimmie, was a 2-5 favorite
to win the party nomination. Hubert Humphrey
followed at 4-1; then came Scoop Jackson at 5-1. Ted
Kennedy was rated at 20-1. Way down in the pack, at
50-1, were John Lindsay, George Wallace and that
political joke from South Dakota, George
McGovern. Faithfuls who took that last bet are now
laughing, we are certain, all the way to the bank.—
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer.

Outlook By Age
Young folks are discouraged when they believe
that nothing good is happening, and old folks are
pleased when things are no worse than usual.—
Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier.

Ten Years Ago Today
LIIIDGICIt

Mtn FMK

Rev. T.A. Thacker spoke on "Who Is My Neighbor" at the Family Night meeting of the Civitan Club
held at the Triangle Restaurant.
City Police today announced that a strict enforcement of the law would be carried out in regard
to motorcycles, motor bikes, and other motorized
vehicles driven by children under 16 years of age
and who do not possess an operator's license.
Paul Matthews, minister of the 7th and Poplar
Church of Christ, will be the speaker at the gospel
meeting of the Hardin Church of Christ.
Miss Shirley Ann Geurin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene H. Geurin of Murray, became the
bride of Donald Wain Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Alva Johnson of Yellville, Ark., on June 16.
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'1'1AFY 'VS ESEEN
LOCAL RIGHTS UPHELD

Courts can cool busing fervor
The federal courts appear to be
moving toward a belated recognition
of the right of citizens at the local
level to make basic decisions about
the structure of their school systems. We can thus hope for some
cooling of judicial fervor to launch
fleets of buses for the sole purpose of
achieving racial balance in our
schools.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals now has overruled the federal
district judge who ordered the consolidation of the Richmond, Va.,
school district with the districts of
two suburban counties. The message
to the judge is that the right of these
school districts to exist as separate
entities is protected by the Constitution unless it can be shown they are
maintained deliberately to discriminate against children in the Richmond area.
There is no evidence of such discrimination in the Richmond case,
even if there is a predominance of
Negro pupils in the city schools and
a predominance of white pupils in
the suburban schools. As undesirable as this racial imbalance might
be from the standpoint of social
theory, the Circuit Court of Appeals
recognizes that for school district
boundaries to be abolished by court
order is not only undesirable but unconstitutional.
The simple fact is that the same
Constitution which contains a 14th
Amendment protecting citizens
against racial discrimination also
contains a 10th Amendment protecting the right of citizens to set up and

TVA Begins
Water Level
20 Years Ago Today Fluctuation
LIDO

•=MN BUB

Mrs. Biddie Adams, age 76, died June 20. Funeral
and burial services will be held at Sinking Springs
Baptist Church.
A.B. Austin of Murray has been named a member
of the Kentucky Council of Education. Austin is
former dean of men at Murray State College and
vice-president of the Kentucky School Board
Association.
Dr. Hugh Houston was elected vice-president of
the Kentucky Heart Assocration at a meeting held at
Louisville this week.
Mrs. R.H. Robbins was installed as president of
the Christian Women's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church.
"Jack and the Beanstalk" starring Abbott and
Costello is showing at the Varsity Theatre.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the armed men went before the priests that
blew with the trumpets, and the rearward came
after the ark, the priests going on, and blowing with
the trumpets.—Joshua 6:9.
The world today needs the continual clarion call of
the good news as much as it ever has. We forget.

Vit3MX-Et, TO 114E GARAGE1.

TVA is beginning its annual
fluctuation of water levels in
seven Tennessee River main
stream lakes for control of lakebreeding mosquitoes. Until
early autumn, water levels will
be raised and lowered about one
foot each week in Pickwick
Landing, Wilson, Wheeler,
Guntersville, Nickajack,
Chickamauga, and Watts Bar.
Daily fluctuations of Fort
Loudoun Reservoir are sufficient to provide mosquito
control.

The other main stream
reservoir, Kentucky Lake, is
too large for this kind of
operation to be practical, and
other
mosquito
control
measures are used there.
The fluctuation is part of a
yearly cycle of TVA water level
managment
to
control
mosquitoes, particularly.
the malaria-carrying species.
This disease was once common
along parts of the Tennessee
River, but there has not been a
confirmed case of
locallycontracted malaria in the
region since 1950.

operate local school districts. This is
the "states' rights" amendment
which all too often recently has been
given a back seat in the eagerness to
achieve a more precise racial balance in public schools.
The Supreme Court in 1954 decreed that "states rights" offered
no justification for maintaining
separate schools for whites and
Negroes, as was then the custom in
many states. It is quite another matter, however, to declare that the
states have no right to maintain
local school systems in which the
racial composition of student bodies
simply reflects tie racial composition of the neighborhoods in which
schools are located.
Just as the 1954 decision spelled
out clearly that deliberate segregation of the races in public schools
cannot be condoned, an equally
clear-cut decision is needed to settle
the still-cloudy issue of how far local
school officials are obliged to go in
achieving racial balance in classrooms when there was no deliberate
segregation to begin with.
President Nixon, sensing the potential for bitterness and strife in
our society as a result of unfair and
unworkable integration plans, has
recommended that Congress impose
a moratorium on court-ordered

school busing. It would be far more
desirable if such a moratorium were
to arise from the wisdom of the
courts themselves, and there are
signs that this finally may be coming
to pass.

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Social Change
How people and their society
change. in an agricultural region that has evolved from a
frontier area will be explored
in a major new study.
'The study, by scientists of
Washington University in St.
Louis. is being supported by
research funds from the Health
Services and Mental Health Administration's National Institute
of Mental Health.
The study examines how
men have adapted to their surroundings and is being headed
by Dr. John W. Rennet, Professor of Anthropology at the
St. Louis institution.
Dr. Bennett is completing a
cultural and historical analysis
he began nearly a decade ago
of a community in Northwestern Saskatchewan. Canada

The investigations- will focus
on the mental health, family
cycles. ecology, economic development, and inter-group and
intra-group relationships of the
population group% in the area
The inhabitants ot this
frontier- agricultural area in
clinic ( ree Indians. 11 titterite
Rrechren, ranchers, and farm-

tions in the field, including a
on Japan and the United
States.
Results of the study of.
social change in the people of
the Canadian post-frontier
region are expected to give
NIMH information useful in
understanding social behavior
and developments related to'
mental illness and health.
"It will give us a valuable.
long-term adaptIonal history of
a Lame agricultural region.
somethinr..4pae unique." says
Dr. Louist. A. Wienckowski,
head of the NIMH extramural
research 'program.

series

The grizzly bear is not the
killer it is painted. It eats
berries, bark, bulbs and grass,
and prefers to feed on dead
animals rather than killing
them itself, although it occasionally stalks a moose or
caribou.
The Indochina war has
caused the deaths f 40
since
journalists
1934.
Another 17 correspondents
and cameramen are missing in
Cambodia.

C

Dr. Bennett is one of the
Nation's leading *anthropologists and is the author of a
number of scientific publica-

The

Forest

Hiqhwa

tisstem, covering areas in and
adjacent to national Forret&

totals 26,000 miles.

One of the severest insults
one nation can hand another is
to attack its navy. On June 9-10,
1772, 200 years ago this month,
American Revolutionaries attacked the British cutter Gaspee. In fact, burned it to the
waterline.
While this was a rallying
point of sorts for the Colonists,
Britain's reaction was surprisingly passive. Of course, there
was some ccrnmotion.
In March of 1772, U. William
Dudingston of the royal navy,
in command of the Gaspee, began to patrol the waters_ off
Rhode Island, searching for
American smugglers.
He was zealous, and he was
arrogant — offensive alike to
smugglers and the law-abiding
merchants and the captains of
their vessels.
If a ship seized by the navy
was condemned in court, it
could be sold, with the com
manding naval officer receiving a share of the proceeds.
On June 9, pursuing an
American packet, the Gaspee
ran aground in the dark not far
from Providence. Four years
earlier, Rhode Islanders had
destroyed a royal ship which
they thought also had been excessively active.
Informed of Dudingston's
plight, John Brown, a prominent merchant of Providence
who bore no love for customs or
British naval officers, hastily
formed an expedition of armed
men to put an end to the Gaspee
before it could be floated.
Late at night they rowed out
to the helpless ship in eight
longboats. One of them shot
and wounded Dudingston, and
his crew was put ashore.
Neither the governor of
Rhode Island nor a sheriff
could find the culprits although
most of them were well known
in Providence.
The British cabinet then undertook to tying the offenders
to justice. The Privy Council
appointed a board of inquiry to
investigate the incident and offered a reward of 500 pounds
for information leading to the
conviction of the criminals.
Beginning hearings in Rhode
Island in January, 1773, the
board was unable to procure
any evidence that could be used
at all. However, the very appearance of its members in the
Colony
was
condemned
throughout America.
For Parliament, in March,
1772, had made it a crime, punishable by death, to set fire to a
naval vessel, and had also
made it possible to bring a person to trial in England for such
an offense committed in American waters.
Was it not the right of an Eng)ishman to be tried by the
"vicinage," by a jury canposed of men who lived in his
district?
Americans clamored against another invasion of their personal rights. Did Britain intend
to enslave them?
No principle of English liberty was more sacred than a
man's right to trial by a jury of
his own community. Hence the
attempt to apprehend the Gaspee mob had wide repercussions.
It persuaded the Virginia
House of Burgesses to appoint a
conunittee of correspondence,
with Patrick Henry, Thomas
Jefferson and Richard Henry
lk-e among the members.
Historian Samuel Eliot
Morison calls this "a wonderful
boost for Samuel Adams' revolutionary machine. ... The machine might yet have broken
down for lack of fuel, had not
the North ministry (Lord
North, British prime minister)
come to its rescue with a tankful of explosives."

The Townshend duty on tea
entering the Colonies had not
been repealed, like the other
duties, in 1770. And in the five
years 1768-72, the 13 Colonies
alone had imported and paid
duty on 1,866,615 pounds of tea.
At the same time, a very
large amount had been smuggled in, mostly from Dutch
sources. Parliament legalized
a new arrangement designed to
relieve the British East India
Company from the results of its
own inefficiency. It removed
the duty on tea entering England and allowed the company
to be its own exporter to the
Colonies, doing away with middlemen.
This added no new duty, but
took one off, and if enforced,
would have enabled the East
India Company to undersell the
smugglers and give the Colonial consumer cheaper tea.
"It was difficult to find a constitutional issue in this device

Murrayans
From Engla

to undercut the tea runners,"
Morison writes, "but the radicals were equal to it."
They had all summer to think
it over,to write articles against
the "illegal monopoly" given
the great chartered company
and to write poems about the
"pestilential herb" and "the
cup infused with the bane by
North's insidious hand."
The result, of course, was the
Boston Tea Party.
THEY EAT TOO MUCH
BONN. Germany (AP) —
One of every four West Germans believes he is eating improperly, according to a survey
by the Bonn Health Ministry.
Twenty-four per cent of those
queried thought they were not
getting full nutritional benefit
from their meals because they
were eating too much, too
quickly and at the wrong times
Many admitted their diets included too much bread and potatoes.
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Hopson-Hocking Engagement

Murrayans Return
From England Trip
Mrs. Bryan Overcast and her
granddaughter, Miss Martha
Ladd, have returned home after
spending three weeks with their
son and uncle, T,Sgt. Jerry
Overcast, his wife, the former
and
Armstrong,
Janice
children, Teresa, Shelly, Bryan,
and Susan, of Woodbridge,
England.
T-Sgt. Overcast is serving
with the Air Force in England.
the
in
England
While
Murrayans visited many places
of scenic and historical interest.
They left by plane at Nashville,
Tenn., via New York, to London, England.

Homemakers Urged
To Have Pressure
Canners Checked

1ft

July Wedding Planned

Thursday, June 22
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet at the club at seven
p.m. for the monthly business
meeting. The weekly Friday
night riding classes for the next
six weeks will be made at this
session.

,05

A

sponsored by the Murray Art
Guild, will be held from nine
a.m. to dusk at the Land Between the Lakes Conservation a
Education Center.
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SWIM WEAR — "../2 Price

IONS
MOTHER GOOSE FASH
At The Big Red Door
Bel Air Shopping Center

father
DEAR DESPERATE. If your IS-Year-old grand
stand why
noder
I
can
,
alone
lives
and
sh,
s
no
Engli
speak
in the
the lad isn't "too keen" on it. If there are others
family [or in the community I with whom he will be associ
e
ating, it might be a good experience for him. Don't becom
"desperate" unless all the facts are in
eye!
CONFIDENTIAL To WONDERING": FBI my
is so
It'stiviwise for a girl to keep company with a man who
have
myiderions. Tell the fent.% that even FBI agents
friends. families, neighbors co-workers, and clergymen—
someone who can vouch for their characters. 113. S. The
FBI office in your city ran tell you if he is employed by
them. And if he's an 'undercover man," he shouldn't have
told you that he was I

mANcitiNG AND PACKAGING 50t

PHOTO -GIFTS, INC.
GOLCONDA,ILLINOIS

Will Be At

FF'S
LE JE
UNCSat
urday - June 23 & 24

Friday &

HOURS: 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
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Labor Board Hearing
Goes Into Third Day
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. ( AP)
- A National Labor Relations
Board hearing into charges that
the National Football League
refuses to bargain with players
on fines and artificial turf safety entered its third day today
with owners presenting their
arguments.
Theodore Kheel, NFL attorney, testified for 90 minutes
Wednesday explaining certain
areas of the league's contract
with the National Football
League Players Association.
neel was to continue his testimony today and be cross-examined by NFLPA attorneys
:
The NLRB issued a complaint against NFL owners for
refusing to bargain on the questions, and ordered them to return $20,000 in fines levied
against players who left the
bench to join on-field fights
during the 1971 season. The
owners asked for a hearing on
the matter.
Ivlevlin Welles, trial examiner, is not expected to make a
decision in the case for at least

By GORDON BEARD ..
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE ( AP)- Ernie
Ladd, who boasts he was the
highest paid lineman in pro
football history, has no regtets
since quitting the game at his
peak.

mat last year.
But the money is only part of
the good life, Ladd said during
a stop in Baltimore to compete
against Pedro Morales, the
heavyweight champion of the
World Wide Wrestling Federation.

As a wrestler, the 32-year-old
athlete has doubled his salary.
"In what other sport," Ladd
said, "can you pick up a $14
pair of boots, 59-cent socksspend maybe a total of $50-and convert it into $100,000 a
year if you are sharp and
train?"
Ladd even shortchanged himself on the pay, since he claims
to have made $115,000 on the

-Now, I'm my own boss," he
said. "I take off three months a
year. I'm a more complete
man. I come and go when I
please.
"In football, if a coach called
me at 4 a.m., I had to jump.
Now, I can say the hell with it
if I don't want to do some-

The 6-foot-9, 297-pound Ladd
doesn't like to be told what he
can and cannot do. He claims
Deal Scratch That Itch, that's why he quit the Kansas
USE ITCH-ME-NOT—
City Chiefs in 1968.
JUST 25 MINUTES. ii the iteh
needs scratching, your 50c both
"I wanted to see the Olympic
St any illrag counter. guick-dlryhag
ITCH-ME-NOT quiets itch in saisset- Games in Mexico City, and
es; WI* germs to spaosi healing. Fins Coach
Hank Stram wouldn't let
for *cassia, bisect bites, foot
othor surf•c• rashes NOW at itch. me go," Ladd recalls. "He said
Holland Drugs
if he let one player go, he'd
'have to let them all go. So I
quit."
Ladd, a ISfft-fifiund draft
choice of San Diego in 1961,
played out his option with the
YOUR HOME WITH
Chargers and signed with the
Houston Oilers in 1966.
"I was making $57,000," Ladd
said. "Houston signed me for
more money than Joe Namath
AWNINGS
was making. They still owe me
a few hundred thousand, and
have to pay me until 1989."
The former defensive tackle
joined the wrestling circuit in
• lovsfro•
d
- is L
1964 and "practically starved
Ipissmse Illedser
while I took my lumps for three
yes aed had my nose rubbed
on the mat.
But even when my payoffs
were bed," Ladd said, -I
raised hell in the ring and I
kept ingirov"
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Lassiter-Latimer
Gloss Co.
1202 Johnson

75E-7117

Canadian Football To
Be Televised In U.S.

Baseball
Standings
Colt League

W..L
50
4 1
1 4
05

Giants
Pirates
Tigers
Braves
Pony League

W..L
50
22
23
23
23
1 3

Astros
Orioles
Dodgers
Indians
Mets
Phils
Little League
Reds
Yanks
Twins
Astros
Cubs
Athletics
Cards
Nats
Kentucky Lague

W..L
70
52
52
4 3
34
25
1 6
1 6

"How many boxers wind up
as shoeshine boys or parking
lot attendants? You won't find
ex-wrestlers doing that."

Lassiter and Latimer
Glass Co.
iiirmerls Lassiter-McKinney Glass
o

HAS MOVED
To A New Location
1202 Johnson Blvd.
Behind Lassiter McKinney Detain) Building on South 12th
Street.
We are now introducing a new line of business that will
feature the new Fashion Window-Awaings-Carports-&
Canopies.

are not returning to action. But
they will be telling everyone
about Canadian football and the
rouge on a 110-station television
hook-up that will begin telecasting Canadian League
games to the American market
beginning July 3.
The television series is not
the first in which Canadian
football has tried to make headway in the American market,
but it may be the most concerted effort.
What is being pushed,according to press releases, "is the
'go-for-the-bomb' action built
into professional football in
Canada', which is supposed to
be a natural by-product of having only three downs in which
to make 10 yards.
What has always worked
against the Canadian brand of
football is the lack of identity
for American fans. It is extremely difficult for Americans
to cheer for the Saskatchewan
Roughriders and Winnipeg Blue
Bombers.
But there are several former
"big name" products of U.S.
college football in Canada, including former Notre Dame
quarterback Joe Theismann
and lineman Granville Liggins
of Oklahoma and Jim Stillwagon of Ohio State.
There's also Kramer, who authored "Instant Replay", an instant best seller revolving
around his days under Coach
Vince Lombardi at Green Bay,
and Karras, an outspoken former member of the Detroit
Lions,

"But the way I feel now-real swing a golf club now, he sees
mind that I'm going to try,"
the winner of the 1961 U.S. well, although my arm isn't as no need to rush it. "Time is the
Open said in an interview. But strong as it was and doesn't only thing we have to wait for
he doesn't anticipate making have the mobility it did-but now," he said.
the effort to play again for at the way I feel and have been
least a month and possibly two progressing, I think it will be
or three.
nearly as good as new. I feel
'No one can say how well I'll like I'll be able to do it."
play," Littler said. "The docLittler, who at 41 is golf's
tors won't stick their necks out fifth all-time money winner
"There's no question in my and say I'll play as good as with more than $800,000, had a
ever.
malignant cancer tumor removed from his lymph glands
Athletic Supply
March 15 and then underwent
surgery again April 4 to have
all the gland-bearing tissue under the arm removed.
No further trace of the potentially fatal disease was found.
"I feel like I'm making real
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - with five golfers tied at 145, good progress," he says. "It's
Billy Mitchell of Princeton five at 146, four at 147, and six, slow but these things are. I've
Paris, Tenn.
been patient and I think I've
takes a one stroke lead into the including Lenox, at 148.
Featuring.
..
seen
little
a
bit
of progress
third round of the State AmaMussleman complained after each week. Most of the strength
teur Golf Tournament Thursday
Wed. Night
in an attempt to de-throne two- the day's play, "I couldn't get is back in my arm. I can lift it
tempo.
my
The
wind
makes
up
now."
The Volunteers
time winner Bill Mussleman.
you swing a little bit faster and
There is still some muscle
Mitchell fired an ev par 72
Friday Night
then you try to slow down and and nerve activity to regain,
Wednesday to surge at Musit upsets your tempo."
and for this Gene is swimming,
sell/Ian who held
ad after
Glenn Littleton's Combo
the first round with a 68, but
The wind, however, was what exercising and seeing doctors
three
times
a
week
for
therapy
carded a 75 in Wednesday's Mitchell, a sophomore at Polk
Sat. Night
Junior College in Winter and what he calls an electrical
play.
stimulation program.
Sue and The Delta Dirt
Mitchell battled winds of up Haven, Fla., would have orAlthough he thinks he could
dered.
Florida
"In
learn
you
to
to 25 miles per hour and a lenghtened course Wednesday to play with the wind every day
finish with a 36 hole total of and you get used to it,- the forFor Outdoor Living Order
142, one stroke ahead of Mus- mer Caldwell County High
selrnan, Brad Fabel of Madi- School star said.
PATIO COVERS
sonville, and Jeff Jones of CatThe field was reduced to the,
lettsburg.
CARPORTS
low 60 and ties for the final 36
CARPORTS
The Kentucky State Golf As- holes of the tournament which
Rigid vinyl combined with
sociation, concerned about ends Friday.
aluminum for durability.
Tuesday's 31 rounds of par or
Translucent panels admit
better, hauled the tee markers
CORRECTION
soft light, reflect heat.
to the back of the tee and
The upper right picture in the
Many color combinations.
placed the pins in more chal- series of photos on the tee
Choice of post or decolenging positions.
baseball league in Wednesday's
rative columns
The result of the course paper was incorrectly idenchanges and the wind was that tified. The young man was
only one player, Mike Lenox of named in the cutlines as Mike
FREE ESTIMATES! NO OBLIGATION!
Cynthiana, bettered par.
Spoerner, while the photo was of
In fifth place is Dennis Hurl- Keith Houston, son of Mrs.
ey of Fort Mitchell at 144.
Joyce Houston and
Donald
1202 Johnson
The field bunches after that Houston.
Phone 753-7117
By LEE MA/IGULIES .
Associated Press Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Golfer
Gene Littler, still recovering
from cancer surgery on the
lymph glands under his left
arm, says he is determined to
take up the clubs again and
isn't ruling out a return to the
pro circuit.

TO OPEN
SOON!!

ParkerMcKenney

Billy Mitchell Leading
In State Amateur Golf

* DANCE *
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LASSITER-LATIMER GLASS W.
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Park League
Division One
W..L
6 1
52
34
07

Tigers
Cards
Yanks
Twins
Division Two
Braves
Cubs
Reds
Astros

52
5 2
3 4
1 6

.500
.500
.487
.467
.438
.422
400
400
400
375

PEIVSKE

On Performance

It is amusing to me that
autonibbiles are sometimes
called lemons.. More often,
the dealer who services the
car, rather than the car itself,
is the source of the sour
taste.
This is also true in racing.
Many fans blame a driver for
turning in non-competitive
lap times. Or they blame his
car, feeling that the machine
is out-of-date. They should
instead point their fingers at
the overworked crew chief
and his mechanics, who have
not kept up with technology.
Two years ago, at Indian- .
spoils. the Penske team was
simply out-technologized, if
there is such a word. One
meticulous team made sure
that the underside of their
car was as streamlined as
everything else. Result: they
picked up just enough streamlining to beat us by 38 seconds in 500 miles.
In 1971, Mark Donohue
certainly seemed to have the
"unfair advantage." But the
transmission came apart after
125 miles. Luck, however, is
a different story entirely
.
Today's Tip:
The very best mechanic
cannot service your car if you
do not bring it to him. Stop at
a tire and auto center for a
tune-up tomorrow.

By HERSCHEL
Associated Pres
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probably beca
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baseball when

Stan
By THE ASSO
Natrona
Pittsburgh
New York
Chicago
St LOuis
Montreal
Philadelphia

Cincinnati
Houston
Los Angeles
Atlanta
San Diego
Wednesd
San Francisc
St. Louis 14,
New York 5,
Cincinnati 6,
Philadelphia
Los Angeles
'10 innings
Thursd
St Louis (
New York (G
Houston (R
cinnati (Simp
Only games
Frida
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
St. Louis at
Houston at
San Franci
Atlanta at
Amer
Detroit
Baltimore
New York
Boston
Cleveland
Milwaukee

Mur
Con

Pony League Averages
10 At Bats Or More
Hudspeth( Indians)
Lane( Orioles)
Suiter( Astros)
Pittman(Dodgers)
Geib(Dodgers)
Wells( Mets)
Eaker( Mets)
Harrison)Orioles)
Beane( Dodgers)
Adams( Dodgers)

Over

Oakland
Chicago
Minnesota
California
Kansas City
Texas
Wedn
Boston 10,
Cleveland
Chat590 9,
Detroit 5,
California
Kansas C
rain
Thur
Chicago (
waukee (L
New Yor
Cleveland (
Only gam
Fri
Detroit at
New York
Boston at
Minnesota
Chicago a
Californij

W..L
2 1
21
1 1
02

Cubs
IViets
Cards
Reds

Ladd, who said he rejected a
suggestion from former boxing
great Archie Moore to become
a fighter. claims he is in the
right sport
•When a boxer makes a
name for himself," Ladd said,
"the rats come out of nowhere
and claim his money, Wrestlers
don't get $1 million purses, but
a lot of them make over $40,000
a year and don't get drained.

Gay1(

Littler Looking For Return To Pro Tour

a month after testimony Is
completed today or Friday.
The NFLPA completed Its
testimony late Wednesday with
Alan Page, the Minnesota Vikings defensive taakle who was
NEW YORK (AP) - What
the NFL's most valuable player
in 1971, testifying that the play- does Canadian professional
ers were unaware of the rule football have that the Natonal
that prohibits them from leav- Football League doesn't?
It's got a field that's 10 yards
ing the bench.
Edward R. Garvey,executive longer and 12 yards wider.
It's got 12 players to a team
director of the NFLPA, earlier
testified that NFL owners have instead of 11.
It's got three running backs
told him repeatedly that the
players have no rights to nego- instead of two in the backfield.
It's got a rule that permits
tiate under their current conthe running backs to go in motract.
He said that several owners tion in any direction before the
claim the existence of a so- snap of the ball.
It's got a rouge, a point
called "zipper" clause stating
the contract represents the scored by the punting team
complete and final agreement whenever the ball is kicked into
on all bargainable subjects for the end zone and not run out.
It's got Alex Karras and Jerduration of the contract.
But Garvey said this clause ry Kramer.
Karras and Kramer are the
was modified to say that "any
change in current pratices af- latest stars of Canadian footfecting employment conditions ball. No-the two former Naof the players shall be nego- tional Football League linemen
tiated in good faith."

Ernie Ladd Has No
Second Thoughts
After Quitting Job

THURSDAY-JUNE 22, 1972

Some people can
really talk you
to death.
Drivers who irtaist on facing their audience while they
talk—instead of the road ahead—can be deadly bores.
Even their funny stories can turn tragic in a hurry. A
punch line can be killed instantly by a car that stops
suddenly, an intersection, a curve in the road. By anything that gets in the way.
No one is safe with drivers like this. Neither passengers or people in other cars... nor pedestrians. If you
know someone who has this deadly habit, think about
the consequences.
Straighten him out or refuse to ride with him.

Your new car dealer wants to see our highways
safe.
And he wants to see-you safe, whether you're
behind the
wheel or just a passenger.
So join the battle against careless talkers. Help
them
face their responsibilities—and the road
so,
ahead—and all their stories will have
- ef
Adak
MI1111111111
happy endings.
a
Dealers who chsplay this seal subscnbe to the NADA
•
Code of
Business Practices Address your correspondence to
Consumer
Pelitligns Service. 2000 K Street NW Washington.
Dc 20006

NADA ).'

National Automobile Dealers Association
ofgan.lat.on of Am*,ice a ffanch.s•I mincer
ono tr

6410111I. • WINAIngton

One in a series presented by N.A.D.A., this newspaper,and the new car dealers of our
community.
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Gaylord Perry 'Doctors' Win
Over Twins 4-2 In Minnesota
By HEftSCHEL NISSENSON. Twins and Bert Blyleven 7-1
Associated Press Sports Writer two weeks ago.
Gaylord Perry didn't have
So Perry rubbed it in again
much Wednesday night ... by beating the Twins
and
probably because he gave it to Blyleven-4-2 Wednesday night.
Bill Rigney the night before.
Elsewhere in the American
When the Cleveland Indians League, Detroit took over unarrived in Minnesota on Tues- disputed possession of first
day, Twins' Manager Rigney place in the East Division by
found a tube of sticky ointment downing Oakland while Califoron his desk, courtesy of Perry. nia toppled Baltimore 6-3. The
Rigney had accused the veter- Chicago White Sox trounced
an right-hander of doctoring the Milwaukee 9-3 and Boston outbaseball when Perry beat the slugged Texas 10-9 in 11 innings. Kansas City and New
York were rained out.
National League scores: New
York Mets 5, Houston 4; Cincinnati 6, Montreal 4; Los Angeles
5, Pittsburgh 3 in 10 innings;
San Francisco 4, Chicago Cubs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 0; Philadelphia 9, Atlanta 7 and
National League
St. Louis 14, San Diego 3.
East
Perry, who has been accused
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Pittsburgh
36 21 .632 —
of putting everything from saNew York
37 22 .627 —
liva to greasy kid stuff on the
Chicago
34 23 596 2
St Louis
26 32 .448 10/
1
2 baseball, didn't have his best
Montreal
25 33 .431 111
/
2 stuff but still
joined Chicago's
Philadelphia
21 36 368 15
Wilbur Wood and Detroit's
West
Cincinnati
36 23 .610
Mickey Lolich as the major
Houston
36 24 600 ' 2
leagues' only 11-game winners.
Los Angeles
33 26 .559 3
Atlanta
27 30 .474 8
"It was a tough nine inSan Diego
20 39 .339 16
nings," he said. "I struggled all
Wednesday's Results
the way. I don't know what the
San Francisco it, Chicago 0

Standings
rs
Combo
Dirt

ERS
ned with
urabiiity.
Is admit
ct heat.
.inations.
or deco-

CO.
•3-7117

St. Louis 14, San Diego 3
New York 5. Houston 4
Cincinnati 6, Montreal 4
Philadelphia 9, Atlanta 7
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 3,.
10 innings
Thursday's Games
St Louis (Cleveland 641 at
New York (Gentry 3-51, N
Houston (Roberts 6-3) at Cmn
cinnati (Simpson 41), N
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Philadelphia at Montreal, N
St. Louis at New York, N
Houston at Cincinnati, N
San Francisco at San Diego.

Major League
Leaders

trouble was, but I do know I
have to have a good defense or
I have trouble winning."
Shortstop Frank Duffy made
two fine catchesisf line drives
and third baseman Graig Nettles bailed Perry out of a sticky
situation in the ninth. With one
run already in, two on and two
out, Nettles knocked down a
smash by Harmon Killebrew
and turned it into a game-ending forceout.
Ray Fosse homered for the
Indians in the second inning
and Duffy followed with a triple
and scored on Del Unser's sacrifice fly. The Indians got the
decisive runs in the eighth
against reliever Dave LaRoche
when Chris Chambliis walked
and Nettles homered.
Tom Timmerman pitched Detroit into sole possession of first
place by checking Oakland on
five hits, including Mike Ep.
stein's eighth-inning homer.
The Tigers wrapped it up in
the top of the eighth against
Ken Holtzman when Timmerman got an infield hit,
Tony Taylor lashed his second
double of the game and Al Kaline was purposely passed. Bill
Freehan then doubled to rightcenter and all three runners
scored for a 5-1 lead when center fielder Reggie Jackson bobbled the ball.

Bob Oliver's two-run single
highlighted a four-run rally in
the seventh that lifted the Angels over Baltimore and
dropped the Orioles into second
place.
Baltimore had taken a 3-2
lead in the top of the seventh
Atlanta at Los Angeles, N
on run-scoring singles by Don
Buford and Paul Blair—Mery
American League
Rettenmund homered for the
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Orioles'first run—when CaliforDetroit
32 24 .571 —
nia teed off on relievers Doyle
Baltimore
31 25 .554 1
New York
25 29 .46.3 6
Alexander and Eddie Watt,
Boston
24 29 .453 61,2
The White Sox exploded for
Cleveland
24 30 .444 7
eight runs in the eighth inning
Milwaukee
18 35 .340 121
/
2
West
to erase a 3-1 deficit and bury
Oakland
38 18 .679 —
the Brewers. Dick Allen drew a
Chicago
34 22 .607 4
Minnesota
30 24 .558 7
leadoff walk from Bill Parsons
California
27 32 .458 12/
NATIONAL LEAGUE
1
2
and
Bill Melton singled. With a
Kansas City
BATTING
25 30 .455 121,2
1125 at
bats)—
Texas
Sanguillen, Pgh, .333; M.Alou, 2-1 count on Rick Reichardt,
24 34 .414 15
Wednesday's Results
StL, .333; Carty, Atl, .327.
Ken Sanders replaced Parsons
Boston 10, Texas 9, 11 innings
RUNS—Morgan, Cin, 58;
and completed the walk.
Cleveland 4, Minnesota 2
Bonds, SF, 44.
EiNiceeo 9, Milwaukee 3
RUNS BATTED IN--Bench, Reichardt eventually scored the
Detroit 5, Oakland 2
Cin, 51; Stargell, Pgh, 47.
go-ahead run, making Parsons
California 6, Baltimore 3
HITS—Brock,
StL,
79;
Kansas City at New York, A.Oliver, Pgh, 75, Garr, Att, 75.
the loser.
rain
DOUBLES—Bonds, SF, 16;
Ed Herrmann tied the game
Thursday's Games
Maddox, SF, 15.
with a two-run single and a
Chicago (Bahnsen 9.71 at Mil
TRIPLES—Brock,
Sit—
6;
waukee (Lockwood 3.71
Cardenal, Chi, 5; Bowe, Phi, 5;
single by Luis Alvarado put
New York (Peterson 5-8) at
Rose, Cin, 5.
Cleveland (Wilcox 6-6), N
HOME RUNS—Bench, Cm, Chicago in front. Frank Linzy
Only games scheduled
18; Kingman, SF, 16.
replaced Sanders and yielded
Friday's Games
STOLEN
BASES—Morgan, run-scoring singles to pinch hitDetroit at Baltimore, N
Cin, 26; Brock, StL, 22.
ter Jim Lyttle and Pat Kelly.
New York at Cleveland, N
PITCHING 16 Decisions)—
Boston at Milwaukee, N
Blass, Pgh, 8 1, .888, 2.69
After an intentional walk
Minnesota at Kansas City, N
.1 Ray, Htn, 7 1, 175, 4.63.
loaded the bases again, Allen
Chicago at Texas, N
STR I KEOUTS—Cerltori, Phi,
Californii at Oakland, N
138. Seaver, NY, 84
ripped a two-run single and
May scored when Allen was
caught in a rundown between
first and second.
The Red Sox trailed Texas 7-1
after 4"a innings but began
their comeback when Rico Petrocelli, who drove in six runs,
unloaded a grand slam homer.
They tied it 9-all in the ninth
NORTHBROOK, Ill. (API — before shifting to golf at a rea- when Carl Yastrzemski,
who
He hasn't won this season, fin- litvely late age, hasn't won had two doubles and three
sinished tied for 63rd last week since 1970, but has played some gles, doubled and scored
on a
but, paradoxically, may be one of the best golf of his career double error. Doug
Griffin
of the top contenders in the this season.
drove in the winning run with a
$150,000 Western Open Golf
He lost in a playoff and has bases-loaded, none-out single.
Tournament.
been ninth or better 10 times
Danny Cater and Ben Ogilvie
That's Bob Murphy, who beat this season—including three in also homered for Boston.
only six players—one of them a row before the National
an amateur—in last week's Open. He's won $78,157.
United States Open Champion"I was in a little slump there
ship in the wind and cold at for awhile," Murphy said,
Pebble Beach, Calif.
chewing on his inevitable cigar,
"I just can't fight that cold," "Then I got it sorted out
Murphy said. "I never have again."
HUNSTANTON,
England
been able to play in the cold.
Murphy, whose three career (AP) — America's
Last week my back tightened
Curtis Cup
victories all have come on team, headed by Jane Booth
up on me and that was it."
of
courses much like this one, was Palm Beach Gardens,
Fla.,
He opened with a 79, imone of the favorites for the $30,- moved into the match
play porproved to make the cut, then
000 first prize along with Aus- tion of the British
Women's
fell back with closing rounds of
tralian Bruce Crampton, the Amateur Golf Championsh
ips
83 and 75.
defending title holder.
today.
"But, really, I'm playing real
Miss Booth completed the
good night now," Murphy said
Some other top candidates inbefore teeing off today, in the cluded $100,000 winners Tom two-round qualifying Wednesfirst round of the 72-hole chase Weiskopf and George Archer, day, with a seven-over-par 82
on the 6,716-yard, par 71 Sunset and veterans Billy Casper, for a 36-hole total of 157 on the
Ridge Country Club Course.
Doug Sanders and Chi-Chi Rod- windswept 6,070-yard, par 3837-75 Hunstanton Links.
"Last week it was just my riguez.
Her total score was only two
back. With some hot weather
Jack Nicklaus, who won the
here—and I hope it changes U.S. Open last weekend, Arnold shots behind leading qualifier
and gets hot--I should be Palmer and South African Gary Belle Robertson of Scotland.
"We have wind in the states,
okay."
Player, are not competing. Lee
The 29-year old Murphy, who Trevino withdrew because of but here it tries to blow you
went to the University of Flori- exhaustion and the lingering ef- over," said Beth Barry of Mobile, Ala., who qualified with an
da on a baseball scholarship fects of a recent illness.
82-78---160.
"It was cold outside," said
Laney Smith of New York City,
another stroke back at 161 after
rounds of 81-80. "We just
couldn't wait to get back in the
clubhouse."
Other American qualifiers included Laura Baugh, Long
Beach, Calif., 80-82-162; Martha Kirouac, Rancho Bernardo,
— FREE ESTIMATE
Calif., 83-86-169; Hollis Stacy,
Savannah, Ga. 73-97-170, and
Barbara McIntire, Colorado
Springs, Colo., 81-89-170.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING
1125 at
bats1—
Rudi, Oak, .333; Piniella, KC,
.324.
RUNS—Harper, Bsn,
4.4;
Rudi, Oak, 38.
RUNS BATTED IN—D.Allen,
Chi, 43; R.Jackson, Oak, 38.
HITS—Rudi, Oak, 73; Alo.
mar, Cal, 71; Piniella, KC, 71.
DOUBLES—Rudi, Oak, 15;
Patek, KC, 141.
TRIPLES—Blair, Bal, 5;
Rudi, Oak, 5; Fisk, Bsn, 4;
McCraw, Cle, 4.
HOME RUNS—Cash, Del, 14;
R Jackson, Oak, 13,
STOLEN
BASES—a Nelson,
Tex, 19; P.Kelly, Chi, 17.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Fingers, Oak, 51, .833, 2.10
Kaat, Min, 8-2, .800, 2.19.
STRIKEOUTS—Lolich,
Del,
102; G.Perry, Cie, 100.

Murphy To Be Top
Contender In Open

Curtis Cup Team
Moves Into Match

Expert
CARPET CLEANING

Professional Work at a Low Price
-

Phone 436-2173

UK Stadium Bids To
Be Opened July 13
By WILLIAM BRADFORD .
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Bids for construction of the
University of Kentucky's new
50,000-seat football stadium are
to be opened July 13.
If one of the bids offered then
is accepted, work is scheduled
to begin on the facility by July
29 and be completed by Sept
14, 1973. The stadium is to be
ready for occupancy by Aug. 8,
1973.
The stadium, which is estimated to cost $11 million, will
replace the 37,500-seat McLeatt
Stadium at Stoll Field, one of
the smallest in the Southeastern Conference.
State Director of Purchases
Clarence Tabor said Wednesday that several contractors
have expressed an interest in
bidding on the project.
The new stadium will be built
on part of UK's old experimental farm,south of Cooper Drive and west of University
Drive or Nicholasville Road.
In addition to 50,000 fixed
seats, the facility will have
dressing rooms, concessions,
toilets and general office accommodations as well as VIP
seating, reception and dining
areas.
It will be built of reinforced,
precast concrete and structural
steel framing with exterior
walls of ribbed protected metal
and interior walls of concrete
block.
The fixed seating will be
along each side of the playing
field. Bleachers will be able to
be set up behind each end zone
to expand the total seating capacity to 58,000. In addition, it
is designed so a second deck
can be atop the original seating
on each side of the field at a
future time.
A major argument used in
seeking state approval of Ralik
project a year ago was that the
present stadium at Stoll Field
was so small that it was difficult to schedule SEC games
there. Some SEC schools were
demanding two games to be
played on their fields for every
one at Lexington.
UK president Otis Singletary

Coldwater Wins Game In
Men's Softball League
Coldwater picked up another
win in the Men's Softball
League Tuesday night by
downing Wallace's 15-5. Stalls
led the winners by picking up
three hits in five at bats, including a homer.
Men's Softball League games
are played at Coldwater and
Dexter.

w

said the university's athletic
department often would get
more money from away games
than it did from games played
at Lexington because of the
larger facilities at other
schools. Some games which
normally would have been
scheduled at UK were played
away for that reason, he said.
The State Property and
Buildings C,orrunission has approved a $9 million bond sale to
build the stadium, with UK providing the other $2 million from
its sources. The university expects to pay at least $545,000 a
year to the state for debt service from football receipts; the
remaining estimated $180,000 a
year is to come from state
money.

Mayfield Trips Murray,
Home Opener is Tonight
Home,sweet home. After nine
games on the road, the Murray
American Legion will open their
home season tonight in a 7:30
p.m. clash with cellar dwelling
Paris. The locals, who dropped
an 11-6 game at Mayfield last
night, are now 4-5 overall and 35 in the league standings.

David Hughes followed with a Syrnsoma High School, went the
single to drive in the second run distance on the mound for the
of the frame.
decision.
The sixth inning spelled
Murray
disaster for the locals as seven
AB..H..R
runs came across on six hits.
4 0 1
Rayburn came in on relief as Ward-ss
Thompson was charged with Crouch-cf
5 1 1
5 1 1
five runs in the inning, one of Hughes-rf
3 0 0
which was earned. Rayburn Robinson-lb
Last night found ace hurler
5 1 3
gave up two runs, one earned, Rayburn-2b
Dan Thompson losing his first
4 1 1
before the nightmarish frame Williams-3b
decision of the year as the
ended.
Cathey-c
5
0 0
Murray team committed six
With an 11-2 deficit starting Alexander-1f
3 0 0
errors in the field. Mayfield put
them in the face, Murray scored Thompson-p
3 1 0
three runs across the plate in
two in the eighth and two more Gibbs-lb
1 0 0
the first inning as three walks
in the ninth to cut the final Willis-ph
0 0 0
and two hits accounted for the
margin of victory for Mayfield McCuiston
1 1 0
tallies. Mayfield added another
down to five runs.
Totals
39..6..7
run in the fourth on a hit and
Rayburn led the offensive
three errors.
attack for Murray with three Murray
000 020 022 6-7-6
Murray managed to score
hits while Ward Crouch, Hughes Mayfield 300 107 00x 11-13-7
twice in the fifth inning and
and Williams each had one.
narrowed the margin to two
Carlisle County High's Mickey
runs. Thompson and Ward
Thomasson carried the big stick
walked while Crouch reached
for Mayfield with four hits.
on an error to score a run.
Steve Reed, a product of

Ron Bryant Brings Manager Fox
To Knees With Shutout On Cubs
By HAL BOCK .
Associated Press Sports Writer
The way the San Francisco
Giants are going this season, it
was bound to hipPen. They've
finally brought Manager
Charlie Fox to his knees.
Defending National League
West champions, the Giants
have spent most of the 1972
baseball season buried at the
bottom of their division. Tempers grow short in the kind of
campaign the Giants are living
through and last weekend Manager Fox and pitcher Ron
Bryant exchanged angry words
over what the left-hander
thought was a quick hook.
"If Bryant brings in a shutout," said Fox before sending
the lefty out to face the Chicago Cubs Wednesday, "I'll go
out on my hands and knees to
him."
With the manager's foot positioned neatly in front of his
mouth, Bryant naturally
blanked the Cubs 2-0 on a twohitter. Fox came out to congratuiate him and did a neat
salaam, just as he had promised.
In other National League
games Wednesday night, Cincinnati regained first place in
the West, knocking off Montreal
while the New York l')Iets were
topping Houston 5-4. The Mets
crept within five percentage
points of first place Pittsburgh
in the East race as the Pirates
bowed to Los Angeles 5-3 in 10
innings. Philadelphia outslugged Atlanta 9-7 and St.
Louis routed San Diego 14-3.
In the American League, Boston edged Texas 10-9 in 11 innings, Chicago ripped Milwaukee 9-3, Cleveland topped
Minnesota 4-2, Detroit trimmed
-

illie Buchanon
Talk Of West Camp
Is

LUBBOCK, Tex. AP) — If
you like your football defensive,
keep an eye on No. 28 of the
West Saturday night as he lines
up at his cornerback,spoi in the
12th annual Coaches All-Anierica game.
Willie Buchanon, who made a
name for himself at San Diego
State, has been the talk of the
West camp as coach Chuck
Fairbanks of Oklahoma makes
plans to battle the East
coached by Paul -Bear"
Bryant of Alabama.
"I've worked the whole week
against him and Willie is the
best I've ever seen,- said
Southern Methodist flanker
Gary Hammond. "He's not only
quick, but he's smart. He can
diagnose a play in a flash."
The 6-foot, 200-pound Buchanon, a first-round pick of the
Green Bay Packers, was the
seventh player taken in the National Football League draft.
He was the most valuable defensive player in the East-West
Shrine game in which he intercepted a record three passes.
During his senior year, 46
passes were thrown his way
Only 12 were complete and he
intercepted five.
Buchanon's philosophy is
much like that of Herb Adderley of the NFL Champion Dal_
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las Cowboys, who likes to
gamble for the interception.
"I like to play it tough and
take the gamble," Buchanon
said. "I found out that if you
are tough enough, quarterbacks
will shy away from your side of
the field. I had a real good junior-year and I noted I didn't get
tested too often last season."
Buchanon is one reason why
the West rates an early touchdown over the East in the nationally televised 7:30 p.m.
CDT game which is expected to
attract some 40,000 fans to
Jones Stadium on the Texas
Tech campus.
However, linebacker Mike
Tyler of Michigan knows why
the West is favored and it
doesn't bother him a bit.
"I'll tell you why we are the
underdogs—Basically because
we are playing in the West," he
said. "It's really a very evenly
matched game, even if our
quarterbacks don't have the
press clippings the West quarterbacks do."
The West will be quarterbacked by Nebraska's Jerry
Tagge and Oklahoma's Jack
Mildren while two relative unknowns, Paul Miller of North
Carolina and Joe Gilliam of
Tennessee State, will direct the
East attack.

Oakland 5-2 and took over first
place in the East when California knocked off Baltimore 6-3.
—Ile added pressure in this
game probably made it the
most important I ever
pitched," said Bryant, who
seemed embarassed by Fox'
performance. The Cubs were
embarassed by Bryant, managing only a leadoff single by Don
Kessinger and an eighth-inning
single by Billy Williams.
The Giants used consecutive
singles by Dave Rader, Alan
Gallagher and Tito Fuentes for
a run in the second and added
two more in the fifth on RBI
hits by Ken Henderson and
Dave Kingman.
The loss snapped a sevengame Cub winning streak.
Cincinnati spotted Montreal
an early three-run lead and
then bounced from behind to
overtake the Expos and reclaim first place in the West.
Pete Rose tripled home two
runs in the second inning and
then triggered a three-run fifth
with -a- leadoff single to spark
the Reds' rally. It was his
triple that got the Reds back in
business.
"Scoring with two out picks
you up and-takes the steam out
of the other club," the peppery
outfielder said.
Los Angeles got a pinch
single from Jim Lefebvre with
two out in the 10th inning to
drive in a pair of runs and beat
Pittsburgh. Frank Robinson
and Wes Parker had both singled with one out and after reliever Dave Giusti got Duke
Sims on a bouncer, Lefebvre
came off the bench to knock in
the two runs.
Bob Robertson had a two-run
homer for the Pirates.
The Mets pushed across two
runs in the eighth inning to
break a tie and relief ace Tug
McGraw nailed down the•victory' for Jerry Koosman against
the Astros.
Kossman and Tom Griffin
had matched four-hitters over
the first seven innings and the
score was tied 3-3 when Tommie Agee snapped an 0-for-20
slump with a leadoff double in
the eighth. Ken Boswell singled
him to third and then he scored
when Tommy Helms booted
Dave Marshall's bouncer. John
Milner singled home another
run before the inning ended.
Marshall homered for the
Mets and Doug Rader had a
ninth inning homer for Houston.
Bob Gibson and Joe Torre
both had three-run homers as
the Cardinals bombed San
Diego. Gibson allowed just
three hitk in the seven innings
he pitched before retiring with
a sore leg.
The victory was the 211th of
his career for the hard-throwing right-hander, making him
the winningest pitcher in St.
Louis club history. He moved
ahead of Jess Haines, who had
210 victories for the Cards.
Atlanta's Hank Aaron passed
another milestone as the
Braves lost to Philadelphia. Aaron had two singles, pushing
his career hit total, to 3,313,
No. 5 on the alltime list. He
moved ahead of Eddie Collins,
who had 3,311.
The Phillies, who broke a sixgame losing streak, tied the

score at 7-7 on Roger Freed's
pinch home run in the seventh.
Then, in the ninth, Philadelphia
loaded the bases on three walks
and Mike Ryan delivered a
two-out double to drive home
the deciding runs.
Willie Montanez and John
Bateman homered for the
Phillies while Orlando Cepeda
connected for the Braves. Felix
Milian had four hits and scored
four runs for Atlanta.

Benton Wins
Two League
Contests

The Men's Softball League
games developed into a slugfest
last night as a total of 93 runs
were scored in the three games
played.
Marine Oil ousted MSU in the
first game by a 20.16 count as
Tony Luciano slammed two
homers. Rick Ford also hit a
homer for the winners.
Moose fell prey to Benton in
the second game by a 16-12
score. The third game was
decided in the seventh inning
when Benton came up with two
runs and defeated Marine Oil
15-14.

DRUGS
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D753-1462
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

15% Cash Discount On All
Prescriptions
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TRIAMINICIN
TABLETS

100A/fLiffr

Compass/ Headache
Common Cold/hay Frier

Nasal
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MK.

For relief of
hay fever, common
colds. Pack of 12
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BUFFERIN
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225 Tablets
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SAL
I HEPATICA
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a

SCORE HAIR oz
DRESSING
Reg.
4.5-oz. tube
Reg. '1.09
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In compliance with Federal Wage and Price
Freeze, our prescription prices are posted for
public inspection.
We buy direct from manufacturers, therefore,
we can sell below so-calledholesale" when
you pay cash. No pharmacist fee charged on
any prescription.
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Would-be horse thieves
find occupation risky
By RUBY SEXTON
Copley News Service
• WS ANGELES.—Hanging is
;•• too good for them!
— Horse thieves, that is.
As the victims of a pair of
horse thieves recently, my 12year-old daughter Pamela and
I were ready to take the law into our own hands.
Pam, her friend Karla and I
were en route from our stable
in South Pasadena to La Canada along the foothills of the
San Gabriel Mountains, when
we decided to stop off at Brookside Clubhouse, beside the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena, for a sandwich.
The restaurant has a series of
hitching racks which sometimes accommodate as many
• as 50 to 60 horses. At that moment,though,ours were the only ones there. Two other horsemen arrived a few minutes later.
We had always had the Idea
that taking the bridle off a
horse was equivalent to removing the keys from your car. Nobody, but nobody, would ever
get on a strange horse with a
halter and no bridle.
Karla was riding bareback,
but both our horses wore sad-

dles. The other two horses, also
saddled, were high-strung and
skittish. Ours are gentle and
calm — except with strange
riders on their backs.
The girls even mentioned it
inside What if someone came
along ...7 Impossible, we
agreed.
But as we walked down the
clubhouse steps carrying our
bridles, we saw Karla's huge
gay part-Percheron straining
at ius lead rope. And where
Mister and Honey had been tied
— nothing.
We raced for the corral. Several golfers came to the edge of
the course to tell us they had
just seen two men untie the
horses and ride away on them.
There was an outdoor pay
phone 20 feet away. I dropped a
dime in. No dial tone.
On an unpaved parking area
a few hundred yards away we
could see someone riding at full
gallop on Parn's little dapplegray mare, Honey. The two
girls threw their coats, bridles
and purses to the ground and
began running that way.
Another dime. Nothing. The
phone was dead.
I grabbed the equipment the
girls had left behind and ran to
the clubhouse, where I dropped

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
TO US!
come
to our big

BIRTHDAY SALE
ONE
WEEK
ONLY
2 beautiful bargains
for you'

Double Knits
lust $2.7o9yd.
Double-knits, knits, and more double-imits!...in dozens
of designs,tons of textures, plenty of patterns, scads of
solids, plus plains and novelty weaves! All from full
bolts, 54" to 60" wide. At first-quality $5-$7 yd. values,
these current-season knits will not be available after
the sale

8„ doubl
e-knit shears
just $4.99
Italian-import, chrome-plated steel shears with
serrated-edge blades precision-constructed for hardto-cut fabrics! A $10 value anywhere else, not available
after sale.

Fab-N-Trim
MURRAY, KY.

my last dime into the slot and
got the police on the phone. By
that time I had another worry
— the girls.
Meanwhile, several persons
joined the pursuit but the
frightened horses and their
probably equally frightened
riders had disappeared freer)
sight.
As I walked out the clubhouse
door, a family in a station wagon dropped Pam and Karla off.
They explained that they had
tried to help them find the
horses and would keep looking.
Contrary to the popular notion that nobody cares, we
found a lot of people ready to
help by joining the volunteer
•'posse" that began searching
the Rose Bowl area for the
horses.
And the Pasadena police
were there in a matter of seconds. The police helicopter was
already nearby and was dipping down for a closer look
even as I talked to the police
department.
Police cars were arriving
from all directions. One picked
us up and the officer reported
that Pam's horse and the rider
of my bay gelding, Mister,
were now in custody ... but
Mister was racing toward the
Colorado Freeway.
The horses had acquitted
themselves well. Honey had
thrown her rider, then kicked
him.
Hearing the police approaching, the youth tried to remount
and fell under her. Then she
stepped on him.
Limping and holding his ribs,
the would-be horse thief
flagged down a passing car and
escaped. A family group riding
bicycles caught the horse and
tied her to a tree.
Meanwhile, the second rider
was having his problems. Mister had run under a tree and
knocked him to the ground,
then kicked him.
Police officers took the 17year-old youth into custody and
learned that he had escaped a
few days before from Juvenile
Court in Pasadena. He was
wanted on escape and burglary
charges.
Now he also faces a charge of
grand theft horse.
Horse stealing may not be a
hanging offense anymore, but
it comes under the same penal
code section as grand theft automobile, with a penalty of up
to 10 years.
Just before Mister reached
the freeway, he spotted some
rich green grass on an unmowed parkway and decided to
sample it. He was perfectly
docile when a nearby resident
caught his lead rope and held
him for the police.

Braise Beef Patties
In Applesauce for
Flavor-Packed Entree
Ground beef is America's
most versatile food favorite.
The dozens of different ground
beef recipes packed in a
cook's file prove it. Yet, no
matter how many are on hand.
another good recipe for this
popular meat choice is always
welcomed.
Ground beef's vorsatility is
due, in part, to the wonderful
flavor combinations it makes
with many other foods, points
out Reba Stages, home economist of the National Live
Stock and Meat Board. She
recommends Saucy BeefSausage Patties as a different
and delicious way to put this
economical and nutritious
meat to good use.
Saucy Beef-Sausage Patties
I pound ground beef
us pound pork sausage
I/2 teaspoon salt
I cup applesauce
1/3 cup catsup
2 tablespoons chopped onion
1 tablespoon Worcestershire
sauce
1 tablespoon lemon juice
I tablespoon sugar
14 teaspoon salt
Lteaspoon cinnamon
Combine beef, pork sausage
and 112 teaspoon salt and
shape into 6 patties 14 inch
thick. Brown on both sides
over low heat. Pour off drippings. Combine applesauce.
i.atsup, onion, Worcestershire
Armee, lemon juice, sugar, 112
teaspoon meat and cinnamon
and pour over patties. Cover
tightly and cook slowly 16
minutes or until meat is well
lone. Serve sauce over patiee. 6 servings.
A scanning electron microscope can magnify objects as
much as 100,000 times.
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Strong approach opens
job doors to unskilled

COURSE COMPLETED—Opal Lee Taylor. left, supervisor of
the
state Department of Economic Security's Higher Education
Program, discusses career plans with Dorothy Hamblin,
recently graduated from college Linder the program. With who
help
and encouragement from Doug Wilson, her counselor, (center),
and a monthly grant of $50, Dorothy completed four
years of
undergraduate work in soctoicagy at Cumberland College last
month.(Karen Tam Photo).

Williamsburg Youth Praises
Economic Education Program
FRANKFORT, Ky.—For families, giving encouragement
Dorothy Hamblin of William- and guidance to those who need
sburg, graduation
from it.
Cumberland College last month
Doug Wilson, a continuing
opened a new door to the world education counselor at Cumof work.
berland College, has worked
The 23-year-old Whitley t ith Dorothy for eight months.
County girl received her B.A. Since November, when he
degree in sociology May 27. Her became her counselor, he has
schooling was financed thrugh a noted many changes.
National Defense Student Loan,
She is more mature, more
an Educational Opportunity independent, and has much
Grant and a $50 monthly more confidence," he said.
allowance from the Department
Dorothy also feels the
of Economic Security's Higher counselors are an important
Education Program (REP).
part of the program.
Dorothy was one of over 1000
If I needed someone to talk
students participating in HEP to, to let off steam, they helped
this year,
quite a bit,', she said. "While
The program began in July they couldn't solve my
1966 as a 100 per cent federally problems, they gave me the
funded demonstration project strength and insight to solve
involving approximately 450 them."
students.
The biggest fault Dorothy.
Since then it has become a found with the program was the
permanent part of the service rapid turnover in counselors.
program administered by the
Opal Lee Taylor, supervisor
Department of Economic of the HEP program, attributed
Security's Bureau of Public ths in part ot the high turnover
Assistance.
rate among public assistance
Its primary goal is to help workers across the state.
students complete their chosen
She pointed out, however, that
course of education. To be the turnover
rate among sereligible, a student must be from vice workers designated
as
a family receiving AFDC (Aid
counselors is far less than those
to Families with Dependent
:rIpt so designated.
Children, and have acadentic
"Counselors enjoy working
potential.
with the younger age group.
Dorothy first learned of HEP They derive
greater satisfacfrom Linda Cox, a service
tion in working with someone
worker in Whitley County.
who has already experienced a
She said Miss Cox is little
success, like graduating
responsible for her decision to from high
school," she exenter Cumberland College.
plained.
She often talked to me about
Dorothy is the first member
going back to school. I didn't of her
family to graduate from
think I wanted to at first. But college.
she gave me a lot of en"My mom was all for the
couragement," Dorothy said. idea," she
said. "She thought it
Dorothy participated in the was great.
I think my sister
Higher Education Program wants to go
to college now,too."
until she graduated.
Dorothy's immediate plans
"While $50 a month didn't are to find
a job as a social
serve all my needs, it helped worker.
tremendously. Without it, I
Wilson said she has taken all
could not have completed my the necessary tests and her
education."
application has been giled with
Most of the $50 each month several state agencies, but "no
went for books, lunches and jobs have come up yet."
transportation. Commuting was
Dorothy is not discouraged,
her biggest problem.
nor has her confidence
"I used to ride with a lady into waivered.
.
Williamsburg," Dorothy said.
•'I just hope I find a job soon.
"I paid her $1.00 a day but some It gets
a little boring sometimes
days I couldn't get a ride and sitting around
the house."
had to miss class because I had
no way to town."
Service workers in the
Egypt's Sadd el Aali, the new
department play a vital part in rock-rill high dam at Aswan. is
HEP. They are located across 16 times as big as Cheop's
the state wherever the largest Great Pyramid at Giza.
number of HEP students are
Jupiter is 1,000 times larger
enrolled.
than Earth and has more than
Designed as continuing twice the mass of all the other
education counselors, they work planets in the solar system
with both students and their combined.

Upon meeting Lawrence L.
O'Connor, president of the National Alliance of Businessmen,
the writer got the impression
that here was a tough Irishman
capable of coping with the
tough assignment he had accepted.
His job with the NAB is to
convince businessmen across
the country that they would be
well served by hiring thousands
of unlikely employment candidates. Like kids from the ghettos. Or ex-convicts. Also, unmarried women with children
and no apparent skills outside
reproduction.
The job, it is well to note, is
getting done.
To society's vast benefit.
O'Connor took over as president of NAB last August. One
goal laid out for him was to
place 225,000 disadvantaged
persons on jobs by June 30 this
year, which is the close of
NAB's fiscal year. This goal is
being attained with no real
sweat, according to O'Connor.
But there was an additional
employment goal set by President Nixon: placing 100,000
Vietnam war veterans.
"As of April 30," O'Connor
said,"we have placed solidly —
solidly — 96,000 of these war
veterans. We will exceed the
goal."
For fiscal 1973, President
Nixon is requesting that U.S.
businessmen find jobs for
125,000 war veterans.
It shall be done, according to
O'Connor, who will serve as top
man in the NAB program until
next March. This is no simple
task, since a survey -of 425,000
Vietnam vets recently revealed
that 21 per cent of them had
purely military skills not transferable to industry. A sizable
percentage also consists of high
school dropouts.
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Thrket 414 Sales
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
414 N. Market St. -- Don

Veazey, Mgr.
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Phone 901-642-6996
The "Lite- '10.95
Our Lamps Begin at

Embossed 24"
Rose Amber Glass

LAMP '24"

Fantastik"

$1"

The any-height lamp,
Antique brass mountin g,
light on its feet, portable.
3-way Night Light
Adjusts, swivels.
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$4995 See Our
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LAMPS

VICTORIAN REPRODUCTIONS
by Capitol Furniture
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PENNSYLVANIA
CHERRY BEDROOMS
by Crescent
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Before you buy your new Living Room and
SEE at least 99 of our Suites!

2-pc. Vinyl
Tuxedo Sofa, $14995
Barrel Chair
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and CHAIR SETS
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Round
TABLE
4 CHAIRS
Smoked glass. velvet,
Black iron finish,
heavy iron base, chairs
swivel, rubber bumpers
Wide Range
of Styles -Prices

TABLES
Over 80 Tables
$2995
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lore

West Kentucky
— and —
West Tennessee

O'Connor, a Chicago native,
the son of immigrant parents
from Ireland, is willing to concede that he approaches — "attacks" is possibly a better word
— businessmen from eight dif-

'19995

•
- - yr
.

ferent directions where neces- • work for women. "Women are
sary to get them to hire people viable," O'Connor will say. He
the great majority are reluc- may suggest women be hired
for milling machine jobs or
tant to hire.
First, he tries to get them to something comparable, He
concede social obligations and claims women are more exactsimply train the disadvantaged ing than men on certain jobs
No. 7 on O'Connor's list
on their own. "The disadvantaged person," O'Connor ex- points up the obligation to vetplains, "is failure oriented. He erans.
And finally O'Connor will
goes into a job 'knowing' he is
going to fail." This is a chal- make a pitch for the ex-con.
lenge many businessmen will The motivation this type of person usually brings to the job
accept.
As a second effort, O'Connor has impressed O'Connor. The
will advise the potential em- main worry, he says, is that a
ployer that if he can't "afford traffic citation or some other
the luxury" of training some- minor problem will be blown
one at his company's expense, out of proportion by the fact the
federal funds to compensate for person has a prison record.
This can easily work against
the training are available
the struggling employe.
through the state.
NAB is interested in protectThen there is what is termed ing these individuals, O'Connor
the "Job 70" program, which said. "Employers should try to
pays up to $3,600 to train the save them." O'Connor redisadvantaged for sophisti- called, as more or less typical
cated jobs.
of an ex-con response, a case in
The No. 4 approach on O'Con- New Jersey where an ex-con
nor's list relates to tax advan- got a helping hand from his emtages. A firm can deduct 20 per ployer — to the worker's surcent off the bottom line of its in- prise — and now is a shop forecome tax up to $25,000 within an man.
area of the NAB program.
O'Connor has practiced law
Also, there is the fact funds for 40 years and expects to go
are available to pay employers back to it in Chicago. He was a
for up-grading the jobs for Sears, Roebuck & Co. executive
workers already on a com- counsel and had a fling at being
pany's employment roles. New a law school dean before taking
job skills will be taught to qual- charge of the National Alliance
ify the employe for more pay. of Businessmen's worthwhile
No.6 approach has to do with effort,
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The yellow-bellied sapsucker has been described as a
woodpecker that Strayed from
the paths of virtue—a member
of the Picidae faintly that fell
into temptation to become a
tippler and the black sheep of
his tribe. As a consequence of
this reputation and in the misguided belief they were doing
the world a great favor, owners
of woodlots and orchards used
to shoot him on sight.
Without a doubt the sapsucker has an inordinate love
for sap and will sometimes
girdle a small tree with holes to
get it, but he is far from being
the consummate rascal he is
cracked up to be. The tiny
wells he drills in the bark rarely
cause any serious damage to
the tree, and he is a most
beautiful and interesting bird
to watch. Besides that, he also
eats insects that have a much
greater potential for tree
destruction than a few small
holes that soon heal-over.
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CONFIDENTIALLY THE BOSS HAS GO E NUT'S-HE'S GIVING STUFF AWAY

ANAGEOS
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
Don't miss this Mad, Mad Sale,
with Specials every half hour
beginning at 6 p.m.

FRIDAY*JUNE 23*6 10 p.m.

LADIES GOWN

3-GAL PLASTIC

GASOLINE CAN

100% ACETATE

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT

Pastel Colors

82

Sizes 32-48

'

Reg. '1.27

Heavy Duty Plastic

MATERIAL
60" Wide

Reg. '3.88

MEN'S JEANS

C.
271

in at
to
e Our
RLOR

ONS
IA

Itaian
panish

1295

It is quite amusing to watch
a sapsucker at his tippling.
Using his bill as a drill, he will
bore a small hole or two in the
bark and then fly away to
repeat the performance on
some other tree. Then after a
time he will fly back to the
first tree, place his beak in the
hole, suck up the collected sap,
and then throw back his head
and swig it down with every
sign . of delirious enjoyment.
Sometimes a chickadee, also a
fond lover of sap, will beat him
to it. When this happens, the
sapsucker will fuss and fume at
being robbed and, if caught in
the act, the chickadee will be
chased out of the territory. If
sap-loving insects are caught at
the wells, they get eaten for
their pains.
The sapsucker is particularly
fond of the sap from apple,
maple, hickory, whiteoak, and
young white pine trees. However, as mentioned before, it
does not live on sap alone. It
also feeds on insects whenever
it can find them. When feeding
its young, it becomes a true
flycatcher, snatching up insects
on the wing.
But the refusal of the sapsucker to make insects the
most important part of its diet
has worked to its disadvantage.
In this respect it Is much like
the man who makes a dozen
New Year's resolutions and
successfully keeps eleven of
them. No one ever seems to
know of the eleven resolutions
kept and the man is judged
only by the one that was
broken. By failing to search
out or to recognve that the
good qualities of the sapsucker
probably far outweigh the bad
ones, man has done both the
bird and himself a grave inOnly recently has man
started to become aware that
the gun aimed indignantly at
the sapsucker, hawk, owl, and
eagle that occasionally do
harm, is also aimed at himself.
True acquaintance with these
creatures has assured them of
greater appreciation and
protection.

1

Oval Shaped - Fringed

Permanent Press
Bold Stripes or Plaids.

Reg. '3.88

Assorted colors in heavy carpet

Reg. 2/s5

Pr.$5

AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY

* 6:30 TO 7:00 ONLY *
HASSOCKS
BAR STOOLS

T.V. TRAY
TABLE

Vinyl Cover

13-0z. Size

Large Size

3 Styles
Brown, Green, Gold

Regular 744

Regular 991

Reg. '5.99

Limit 2

3

Two shelves with sliding
door cabinet

$

Regular 4 pr. '1

12;

44

Limit 4 Pair

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!

* 8:00 TO 8:30 P.M. ONLY *
JUNIOR BOYS
HAND TOWELS &
WASH CLOTHS
,
SHIRTS

* 8:30 TO 9:00 P.M. ONLY *
20-GALLON
COLEMAN
PLASTIC
FUEL
GARBAGE CAN
for Lanterns,

Assorted Styles and colors.
0
Perm. Press.

Snap on lid
fits tightly.

Stoves, Heaters

Regular '1.17

12;

Limit 4

Reg.
1.27

82

* 9:00 TO 9:30 P.M. ONLY *
ALUMINUM
THRIFT
II
MOTOR OIL
LAWN CHAIR
High Quality
Asstd. Colors
Quart Cans

Regular 5/5 1
Limit 6

Lovely Shades

Regular '10.94

12;

Regular 4/51

$1088

1

Regular 4/s 1

Assorted Colors

padded seat and back.

* 7:30 TO 8:00 P.M. ONLY *
BATH ROOM
LADIES
SPACESAVER
NYLON HOSE

Two Piece Construction

Cotton Terry

Vinyl upholstery,

$

* 7:00 TO 7:30 P.M. ONLY *
METAL
LADIES
MINNOW
PANTIES
BUCKET
100% ACETATE
Assorted Colors

, Swivel Type

444

62;

for$

Limit 4

166

for longer wear.

* 6:00 TO 6:30 P.M. ONLY *

'New'attraction
ATLANTA IUPII — Wre
than 60000 visitors a year are
expected to visit Atlanta's
latest tourist attraction. les a
'new' museum, the two-story
Tullie Smith farmhouse. It
was moved by the Atlanta
Historical Society to a quiet
wooded spot in the city from a
rural area turned industrial. It
has been restored, repainted
arid refurnished to make it
look essentially as it did in the
1840s.

THROW RUGS

Dress Jeans in

Limit 3

$100

Regular '1.44

12;

Reg. $2.99

$222

88;

Limit 2

Reg.
'1.17

82;

* 9:30 TO 10:00 P.M.ONLY *
3-PC. ALUMINUM
- STYRO
LAWN
ICE
SETS
CHEST
Green & White
30 Qt. Size

Reg. '12.88

$108'
8

'Reg.
1.77

4
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"-f- f-1 7

Garden
HOSE

_

All Sizes

X
SPECIAL!991

,

$
2
47 to

Pistol Grip

TW

NOZZEL

I1i

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

*

MEN'S

SOFT GOODS *

,,.

:.-

as

BOYS

SPORT
SHIRTS

SPORT
SHIRTS

Sizes S-M-L

bsyizeWsra8n-g1l8er
SI

.......

ma

s o

%
ft0..,• ' •
,,•

ightly Irregular

LATEX
WALL PAINT

'4 , ,

6

ft *

MASTER COAT INSIDE
LATEX WALL

I.

MEN'S

MEN'S

JEANS
BY Wrangler

DUNGAREES

* Flare Legs or
Regular Cut
* Slightly Irregular

* Built Rugged
To Last!
* Slightly
Irregular

NOW

AU Colors
Coleman 1-Burner

HOUSE PAINT
- VINYL LATEX All Colors

* Fancy Prints in Assorted Colors
* Sizes 5-6-7

$298 —
jIKSIES'
PER MA-PRESS

3 Speed Super Electric
Breeze Box

Fj

New Shipment
Just Arrived!

DUSTERS

FAN
5 Year Guarantee-ml Metal

* Gripper Front
Assorted Prints

ALL SIZES

ONLY

MOUTHWASH
44*

wlIed.SZt•

$295

ULTRA BAN
5000
DEODORANT

LISTERINE
20-oz. Family Size
plus 4 FREE-24-oz.
Reg. '1.69

Regular & Unscented
Reg. '1.35
5-a

so 69c

leszerxvc
4‘91.3.1,w on°

X-Sizes
'4.95
WINTUK & WOOL

KNITTING YARN
* 4-oz.
Skeins

Limit
12
Please

FOOT
LOCKERS
WITH TRAY
* Black or Blue

)
88

Now $
Only Ar Limit 2
* Shoe De•artment *
\ LADIES ALL LEATHER MEN'S-BOY'S-YOUTH'S

Q-TIPS

Alberto Balsam

COTTON SWABS

SHAMPOO

GERITOL
TABLETS
Reg. '2.98
40

Reg. '198

st

$

1

69

SANDALS
6 Styles to Choose From
Values to V.00

NOW

WASHINGTW
residential

McGovern and
phrey are loc
duelsfor the

CH. 3
WSIL
6:30 Safari
7:00 Smith-Jone
II:00 Longstreet
9:00 0.-Marshal
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett

0:30 Lalanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 The Life
10:30 Bewitch
1:00 Password
11:30 Split-Seco
2:00 My Child
12:30 Make1:00 Newlyw
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen. Hos
:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:06 Hugh X.
•30 News
6:06 News
:30 Spts-Acti
7:00 .1.-Couste
:00 Room-222
:30 Odd-Cou
:00 Love-A
Style
:30 Golf
10:00 News
0:30 Coven
2:00 Movie

is

$497

STOVE

By MICHAEL
Copley News

%

$1 87

Brand New 10,000 BTU
MACH I COLEMAN

FOR Boats, Campers, Trailers, Roof top installation
Complete with Assembly Kit

:
0
•

$297

NOW

The Onl True Discount Prescription Prices

AIR
CONDITIONER

.
as
.4.0
as

LIFE
JACKETS

as

SAFE-T

42C1 Count
SAVE '1.00

PAGE NINE

BASKETBALL
SHOES

972
PAGE NINE
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Aides ponder veep candidates
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — While
presidential aspirants George
McGovern and Hubert Humphrey are locked in primary
duels for the Democratic nomi-

nation, some of their aides are
getting readings on the most
palatable candidates for vice
president.
There have been some written inquiries to delegates noo
committed to McGovern, Humphrey, Sen. Edmund Muskie

and Gov. George Wallace.
Aides in the office of each Carldidate here disavowed any effort to develop a consensus
reading on the second spot but
could not rule out the possibility that some backers of the individuals might be undertaking

such a project on their own.
The Democratic National
Committee disavowed itself
from any "draft" move for a
popular second choice.
"This is not our province,"
said Joe Mohbat, DNC press
-secretary.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Thursday Evening *

CH. 3
CH. 4
CH. 5
WSIL
WSM
WLAC
6:30 Safari
6:30 Dragnet
Tell-Tru
6:30
th
7:00 Smith-Jones 7:00 Adv.-Theatre
7:00 Special
8:00 Longstreet
800 1i-onside
7:30 My.-3-Sons'
9:00 0.-Marshall 9:00 Martin
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
10 30 Cavett
10:30 Tonight
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
6.30 P.-Wagoner
7:00 Adv.•Theatr
8:00 Ogilvie
9:00 Martin
1000 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. 6
WSIX
6:30 W ild Kid9dord
:00 Comedians
800 Longstreet
900 0.-Marshall
10:00 Chaparral
1100 News
11:30 Cavett

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Primus
7:00 My-World
7:30 My-3-Sons
COO Movie
10:30 News
11:00 Movie

CH. 29
WDXR
7;00 Stann-Gunn
7:30 Theatre-29
1:30 Creature Feature
10:00 News
10:30 Bedroom Theatre
1 0:3 0 After Midnight

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *

6:00 Ralph Emery 5:45 Journal
8:30 LaLanne
7:00 Today
6:30 Bozo
17:00 Today
6:00 News
1:00 The Hour
9:00 Dinah
6:00 Romper-Rm.
9:00 Dinah's
6:30 N'Ville
10:00 The Life
AM 9:30 Concerti.
8:30 Movie
9:30 Concentration 7:55 Kitc.
10:30 Bewitched
Korn, 10:00 Sale Cen.
11:00 Bewitched
10:00 Century
8:00 Kangaroo
11,00 Password
10:30 Squares
11:30
Barbara
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:30 Split-Second 10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:45 Sewing
11:00JeOpardy
9:30 My-3-Sons
11:30 Who-What- 11:55 C. Duvall
112:00 My Child.
11:30
Who-Where
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 My Child
11:55 News
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 Child-Me- 12:30 make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1200 Noon Show 11.00 Heart Is
Too
1:30 Dating
1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Our Lives
11:30 Search
12:30 News
2:00 Gen. HoSp.
1:30 Dating
1:30 Doctors
12:00 Singing Con. 12:45 Pastor
2:30 One Life
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:00 Another
12:25 News
1:00 Our Lives
3:00 Love Am.
2:30 One Life
World
12:30 World Turns 1-30 Doctors
3:30 Matinee
3:00 Password
2:30 Bright
1:00 Love Is
2:00 Another
5:00 Hugh X.
3:30 Love Am.
fliFnise
1:3e Guiding Light World
5:30 News
4:00 Jeannie
3:
Bugs
2:00 Secret Storm 2:30 Peyton PI
4:30 GreenAcres
6:01, News
3": 5 Movie
2:30 Edge of Night 3:00 Somerset
5:00 News
6:30 Spts-Action
5:25 Weather
3:00
Truth-Cons
3:30
Calendar
6:00 Griffith
7:00 J.-Cousteau
5:30 News
Gilligan
3:30
3:35
Popeye
6:30
Your-Life
8:00 Room-222
6:00 News
4:00 Movie
4:00 Gilligan
7:00 J.-Cousteau
8:30 Odd-Couple
6:30 Dragnet
5:25
News
4:30 Dance Party 8:00 Room -222
9:00 Love-Am7:00 Sanford-Son
6,00 News
5:30 News
8:30 Odd-Couple
Style
7:30 Movie
6:30 Tell-Truth
Gr.-Acres
6:30
9:00 Love-Am.
9:30 Golf
9:30 Primus
7:00 O'Hara
7:00 Sanford-Son Style
10:00 News
10:00 News
8:00 Movie
7:30 Movie
9.30 Golf
10:30 Cavett
10:30 Tonight
9:30 Gov.-&-J-J9:30 Felony-Sqd. i0:00 Chaparral
12:00 Movie
10:00 NewS
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:30 Mason
1:30 Anderson
10:30 Tonight
_11:30 Movie
2:00 Cavett
1

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 Break. Show
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 My 3 Sons
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
Ric12:05 News
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love
Many
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
Night
2:30 Edge
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Hazel
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Buck-Owens
7:00 O'Hara
8:00 Movie
9:30 Gov -J.J.
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

11:00 Don-Young
11:15 Headlines
11:30 Answer
11:45 Sewing
11:55 Toni-Holt
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3-Match
1:00 Movie-Game
1:30 Movie
3:30 Fury
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Superman
5:30 Movie
7:00 stann-G,„
7:30 Theatre-29
9:30 CreatureFeature
10:00 News
10.30 Bedroom Theatre
1 0 , 30 After Midnight
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18' RUNABOUT with 100 H.P.
Mercury motor, with all accessories. Phone 753-4063. J23C

-AN' TH'ROTTENER'/0'GITS,TH'
MORE siO'LL BE TEMPTED TO
TANGLE WIF ME. `faLL LOSE
EV'Rsi TIME,NATC.H ER
&Jr
IT WON'T DISCOURAGE YO'

DOWN

21.1•••••••••••••

Vro

1971 TOYOTA PICKUP, 12,000
actual miles. Air, camper, radial
tires, carpet, chrome. Phone 7537537,
J23C

A
le"

1964 RANCHERO, 6 cylinder
straight shift. Phone 75371301.
J22C
1965 CHEVROLET, 9 passenger
Impala station wagon. Full
power and air, four new tires.
$475.00. Phone 436-2427.
J22C
1966 CHEVROLET,FULL power
and air. 1968 Fiat Spider, coupe
convertible. Phone 753-5480. J26C

C

6-22-

$79y1

fee,* SyndKe*,

'CELEBRATE (F You LAKE, BUT KNOCK
OF THAT`NAPPy PAYS ARE HERE AGAIN'
SONG FOR THE MOMENT.'1
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

TWO BEAUTIFUL,lovable, pure AUCTION SALE every Friday
bred Siamese, male kittens. A' night at 641, three miles north of
bargain at $10.00. Phone 753-5355 Paris. Another load from St.
after 5:00 p.m.
J23C Louis. Antiques, furniture, glass
and dishes. Shorty McBride-247
15 MONTH OLD full stock Angus and James E. Travis-278.
lit
bull, $225.00. Phone 489-2168. J22C
- ALSO
ADMINISTRATOR'S AUCTION,
12'x52'-1971 MOBILE HOME,two Saturday, June 24, 1:30 p.m., rain
bedrooms. Lots of extras. Phone or shine at the late Amos Work753-2507,
J26P man farm, six miles northeast of
Murray, Kentucky. Turn west on
MALE BLONDE Cocker Spaniel, blacktop at sign on Highway 94
Phone 753-7114, day
AKC registered, two months old. Cadiz Road)
mile north of
Price $60.00. Phone 753-7996 or Elm Grove Church.
J22P
Phone 753-8824, night, see at 221 Woodlawn.
This is the best offering I have
ever had, as Mr. Worlunan took
after 8 p.m.
1970 YAMAHA 175 cc trail bike. the best care of his equipment.
Good condition. Price $225.00. Will sell 1963 Ford pickup, 63,226
Phone 492-8558.
J26P miles with sides, good tires,
1966 CHEVROLET, low mileage.
motor, perfect. 1963 Biscayne 4
Excellent condition. Phone 492- BRAND NEW white Tappan door, good
tires and perfect
8328.
J22P electric range. Never been used. condition, red belly Ford
tractor,
Reasonably priced. Phone 753- all equipment perfect condition,
1964 DODGE four door sedan. 7618 after 4:00 p.m.
J24NC and new bushhog, rubber tired
Power, air, automatic. Good as it
wagon, car trailer, 20 tobacco
looks. Road ready. Rue Overby SOFA AND chair. Good
con- scaffolds, hog feeder, red top and
753-3202 evenings.
323C dition. Reasonable. Phone 753timothy hay, possibly some corn,
8917 or see at 903 Olive.
TFNC horse drawn wagon and other
1966 FORD TWO door hardtop,
field tools, harness with brass
air conditioned, good tires, one AUTOMATIC WASHER, knobs, five hand saws, skill saw,
owner. Can be seen at Trotter's refrigerator, springs and mat- garden, tiller, large socket
Gulf Station, or phone 753-7565 tress, small metal table and two wrench set, other tools, horse
J23C chairs. $50.00 for all. Phone 753- shoeing tools, hole digger, rakes.
after 5:00p.m.
8469 or see at Thweatt Service wheel barrow and misc, usable
Station, located on Hwy.641. J24P items from small building, coop
FORD 60 Model Pickup
of_j#ying hens.
truck, in good condition.
1971 PYRAMID MOBILE home,
Drinks served. Not responsible
MARINE
DARNELL
12'x65', two bedrooms, two baths. for
accidents.
Douglas
SALES. Phone 753-9589.
Must see to appreciate. List Shoemaker, phone 753-3375,
$8 500 will take $5,900. Phone 753- Murray, in charge of sale. I Note)
J24C Be with us Saturday, July 1 for
1965 FORD GALAXIE, white 5452 after 5:00 p.m.
two sales in Murray, Kentucky.
with blue interior. One owner tar.
In excellent_condition,_Phone 753- WHEAT STRAW,pick up in field. Check your papers for sales. ITC
J28C Also AC 66 combine. Phone 7537895.
6401 or 753-8156.
J24C

Fully Equipped

1972 JEEP

'70 TERRA-TIGER
and Trailer
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Another View

1953 GMC PICKUP, long wheel
base, new tires, $250.00. If interested phone 753-3340.
323C
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FOR SALE
1971-650 YAMAHA, excellent
condition. Phone 753-8761. J23C
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Fantastic fountain
GRAND HAVEN, Mich.
i UPI I — This Lake Michigan
resort city boasts the largest
musical fountain in the world.
The basin on which the
fountain sits is the size of a
standard football field. The
fountain is 260 feet long,
pumps more than 4,000
gallons of water a minute. and
uses enough electricity to light
a community of 1.000 persons.
Padding silently along jungle
paths, the tiger relies mainly on
superb hearing and eyesight to
locate game

!IF ALI
WHAT ARE
YOU DOING ?

Democrats here, who now
believe the nomination battle
has squared off completely between McGovern and Humphrey, are split in several directions on the vice presidential strategy.
Depending on the nominee,
geographic orientation, availability, and political pull, the
list of potential Democratic
veeps runs the gamut of party
philosophy.
Most liberals believe both
McGovern and Humphrey
would extend the courtesy of
the offer initially to Sen. Edward Kennedy. Even the most
dedicated of the new frontiersmen, however,say he would no
doubt turn it down.
Beyond Kennedy there are
the names of other backstage
senators such as Harold
Hughes of Iowa, Walter Mondale of Minnesota, Alan Cranston of California, Adlai Stevenson of Illinois and Birch
Bayh of Indiana.
There also is talk in support
of Gov. Reubin Askew of Florida and Gov. Terry Sanford of
North Carolina.
Despite ambitious primary
campaigns, sources here are
quoting long odds on the
chances of former Democratic
Sens, Ralph Yarborough of
Texas and Wayne Morse of
Oregon returning to the Senate
after November election contests with John Tower and
Mark Hatfield. The two Republicans, despite early year mixups on their state organizations, are now considered
strong favorites for reelection.
The Republican National
Convention, which will be controversy free if there is no effort made to depose Spiro Agnew as vice president, is looming as a tough proposition for
planners hoping to keep up a
day-to-day interest in the proceedings.
One idea being discussed is a
series of speeches, before national television cameras, by
some of the party's better
known and younger names. The
idea is that each speaker will
push the progress of Nixon administration programs while
giving himself the exposure
that few politicians can cornilland before a national audience.
Whatever his 1972 plans, Sen.
Edward Kennedy still sits on
top of the list among Democrats as a fund-raising speaker.
The Democratic National Committee reports he is far ahead
of any noncandidate within the
party for drum beating
speeches. As has been the case
over the last two years, Republicans still draw their best audiences with Vice President
Spiro Agnew or Gov. Ronald
Reagan of California.
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WHEAT STRAW, 50 cents bale.
WHEREAS Henry F. Metzger
Phone 436-2144.
J24C was an active member of the
Murray Lions Club for many
RACKING COUNTRY Pleasure years, and
gelding, racking stallion, western
WHEREAS his loyalty and
pleasure pony. All horses gentle devotion to his fellow Lions and to
and show quality. Saddles. Phone the needs of his community
753-9390.
J24C exemplified the highest ideals of
Lionism,
v-Borrom ALUMINUM boat. NOW THEREFORE BE IT
Deep and wide. See at Fenton & RESOLVED that in the passing
Hodge.
JulyIC of Henry F. Metzger, the Murray
Lions Club and this entire
GARAGE SALE, Saturday 8-4. community have suffered a real
Swing set, TV, like new hall loss which is only tempered by
runner, Spanish light fixture, the knowledge that his life has'
Mayflower moving boxes, bed- made this a better place in which
spreads, boy's clothing, odds and to live.
ends, 1707 Johnson Blvd off
Adopted by the Murray Lions
Doran Road facing Murray
Club in regular meeting this 13th
High.
J23P day of June, 1972.
MINI BIKE, electric guitar,
couch and chair. Reasonable.
Phone 753-6097.
J24C

J. P. Ward,
President

John N. Thompson,
SIAMESE KITTENS, 7 weeks
Secretary
ITC
old. Full blooded. Will make
AUCTION SALE.Saturday, June
excellent pets. Phone 7531348.
J24C 24th, 10:00..a.m., ',A mile West of
Lynn Grove on Highway 94.
This will be a big all day sale. I
SPINET PIANO: May be seen in
your area. Reliable persons in- will only itemize part of it. There
terested in small balance and low will be a nice stArlac-igerator,
payments may
write
to automatic washer, dinette set,
Richardson Music Company, odd chairs:coffee and end tables.
Poplar Bluff, Mo,
ITP There will be five or six tables.
filled with good glass and china.
ELEVEN WEANING pigs. Lots of it old collector's items.
Phone 435-4981.
ITC There will be 2 old telephones, old
trunks, milk cans, jars, jugs,
COLT DIAMOND Back nickle kettles.
There will be grab boxes of all
plated, new with holster. $100.00.
Phone 753-8331.
J24C kinds. It would be impossible to
list and describe each item. Come
and stay all day.
Sale by Otto Chester Auction
GOOD
BUYS!!
Keepsake
wedding band and en'gagement Service, 435-4042, Lynn Grove.
ring. Brand new Value $500.00. with Dan Miller, apprentice
S100.00 each. Bell & Howell auto auctioneer assisting. For inreverse stereo tape recorder, formation phone 435-4672. Not
$150.00. Antique rocker, $15.00. responsible in case of accidents.
Phone 753-9981 anytime.
J27P "It Pays to Sell The Chester
Way."
J22P
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings

REAL ESTA

Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x8' to 24240'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sichtwalls and Roof

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 426 pento-treateci skids

•

A elltACTII
acre tract of
Hwy. 121. In
provides an
beauty shop
property has
approximate

1,

-1111111111117.
axamosatiP

Darnell Marine Sales
Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.

PRACTICAI
acre lot, just
room, kitch

Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
EARLY AMERICAN couch, good ARMSTRONG TIRE sale. Full 4
condition. Chrome and wood ply nylon black walls. 775'14" or
office chairs. Phone 753-6202.J24C 15" $16.59 + $2.13. 825x14' or 15
$17.10 + $2.34. 855'14" or 15"
I.ARGEST VARIETY of pistols $18.14 + $2.48. 4 full plies
In Kentucky. No increase in Dynocar Rayon Surveyor 78 wide
vices. Country Boy Stores, tread. Dual white wall. F78114"
Army Surplus, 9 miles from or 15" 621.24 + $2.43. G78xI4" or
,lopkinsville, Junction Kentucky 15" $22.25 + $2.63. H78x14" or 15"
p17 and 164. Open Sunday until424.02 + $2.81 J78115" $24.97 +
:00 p.m.
J23C $3.01. 1.78x15" 626.30 + $3.16.
Armstrong Fiberglass Belted 78
wide series dual white wall.
ALDWIN GRAND piano, used, F78x14" or 15" $23.27 + 62.58.
uperb condition. Wurlitzer G78x14" or 15" $24.38 + $2.78.
' rand
piano, used. Two H78x14" or 15" $26.35 + $2.81.
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New J78x15" $27.39 + $3.12. L78x15"
aldwin organs and pianos. $30.07 + $3.16. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,Kentucky. J24C
ractice
pianos.
Rent-topurchase plan. Lonardo Piano 12
CHANNEL
Johnson
Company, across from Post essenger
III C.B. mobile radio
Office, Paris,Tennessee.
J23C
00. Phone 474-2309.
J22C

NOTICE

NOTICE

* SUMMER SPECIAL!! *

STEAM BATH & MASSAGE
Both For $500
Ask About Our Reducing Plan and Health Club

June Specials for "2" and Save
Call Today for Information and
Receive A Free Gift!! 753-2962

ON THE LAKE-THIS TWO BEDROOM,2 bath, house has a
beautiful shady lot, nice outdoors area, carport, work room,
large family room, lots of storage space. On central water
system and has electric heat.

ONE OFT
with school
bedrooms,
room and
conditionin
and kitche

JUST A SENTENCE ABOUT THESE OTHERS which ROBERTS REALTY has listed.
want to know more give us a call, we probably have just WHAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!

If

FIVE ACRES AND GOOD modern house two miles from
town, 615,900.
TWO ACRES AND OLDER but modern house, 2'12 miles from
town, $8,000.
THREE BEDROOM,TWO BATHS, appliances, central heat
and air. Great Location, and beautifully landscaped lot.
COMPLETELY carpeted too.
NEWLY REDECORATED-neat two bedroom house with
large lot. $9,850.

Shapemakers of Murray

ONE-YEA
Shores Su
confined to

INVESTMENT-AND A GOOD ONE in this apartment
complex. It has three apartments in main house, plus one
apartment in garage behind the house. Located near
downtown. Each apartment has private entrance, baths,
kitchens. Ideal to live in one and rent the others.

235 ACRES WITH TWO hotices, well fixed with outbuildings
and crop bases. In Trigg County, 100 Acres of crop land. $200
per acre.

TREMENDOUS LOCATION. AND GREAT big house on
shady lot. Has three bedrooms, dining room, central heat
and air, built-in appliances, patio, etc. $23,500.

EXTRAO
Home,12'
redwood
to appreci

600 ACRES OF LAND near the Lake only 6130 per acre.

GOOD SO
home has
and vinyl
comple
used as a

WHOOPEE SHE'LL SAY WHEN you tell her you bought this
neat three bedroom house located near M.S.U. and
elementary school, with air conditioning, carpeting and other
extras. Only $18,250.
BUILDING LOTS-THESE TWO lots contain more than an
acre of land and have lovely SHADE TREES...buy them
both
for $3,500.
ANOTHER ONE on North 20th Street is only $3,900 and it's
larger than most.,
ANY LOT in the BROACH ADDITION just next door to
Murray High.

54 ACRES WITH A CROP on it, no houses, located on
1964 DODGE BUS, 45 passenger.
blacktop. $12,800.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Make good motor home. Phone AIR CONDITIONER, 8,000 BTU
753-7856.
J26P used only two seasons, $75.00.
DEN WITH FIREPLACE, large work room, good sized
SECLUDED LOCATION WHERE this modern lake house is,
.1-1ORSES AND Ponys, various On Saturday, June 24, at 10:00id
patios, carport, three bedrooms, extra large living room all
Wood office desk, $25.00. Allen kinds and sizes. All broken. Also A.M.,the Calloway County Board
two bedrooms, bath, family room with fireplace, all fur1971 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE, Rose,753-3690 or 753-2818. J22P
in this house for only $24,000.
nishings including COLOR T.V. $13,000.
one small horse, and pony that of Education will offer for sale to
650 Tiger, Blue. Phone 753-2217
are extremely well trained. the highest bidder the following
anytime.
ALL CARPETED ARE THE floors in this neat two bedroom
J28P BLACK & WHITE Zenith phone Jerry Watson 492-8399 school busses
and items of
house, not far from lake on a two acre lot. A REAL GOOD
television, 21" screen. Good after 5:00p.m.
J23C equipment:
1964 Buick La Sabre, 6250.00. 1961 condition. $50.00. See Polly
BUY at $10,000.
1 - 1958 Chevrolet
Valiant, $125.00. 1960 Chevrolet, Garland,753-3724.
J22C
3 - 1963 Chevrolets
LOFTY PILe, free from soil is
$125.00. Roll-away bed, $5.00.
1- Lot of old teacher's desks Living room suite, like new, SINGLE ACTION ram and hose the carpet cleaned with Blue
Would make good work benches
L2
Lustre.
electric
Rent
shampooer
$60.00.
H.P. well pump, with for A.C. tractor and set of
1 - Lot of old electric motors
$1. Begley Drug Store, Central
tank, perfect condition. $65.00. cultivator hillers. Phone 4361 - Manual operated
Shopping
Center.
J24C
Stereo with four speakers. Also 2149.
J22C
mimeograph machine
gilt expecting pigs in two weeks,
$100.00. Phone 753-8414 or 436- CAMPER SHELL, long wheel 1968 ECONA TRAILER, 10'x55'. These busses and items of
equipment will be sold "as is."
2458.
J22C base, completely insulated, Large bath, furnished. $1900.00.
The Calloway County Board of
WE ALWAYS NEED GOOD LISTINGS!
paneled inside. $250.00. Phone See at 57 Shady Oaks Trailer Education reserves the right to
10 SPEED middle weight bicycle, 436-2336 after 6:00 p.m.
Court.
1-618-734collect
Phone
J22P
reject any or all bids.
J22C
like new. Must sell immediately.
July22C
3958.
Blue, Shamano Lark gears. REGISTERED SADDLE horse,
Phone 474-2343.
J22C black, gentle, excellent con- NEW AND used pianos from
If You
formation. Majestic Ensign 650.00 up. Your Magnavox
ARMSTRONG TRUCK tires at breeding. Pleasure or good show Center. Leach's Music and TV in
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
wholesale
prices.
Rated prospect. Phone 489-2680 between the Dixieland Center on Chestnut
Phone.premium by Bennett Garfield 7:00 p.m. and midnight.
J22C Street.
TFC
SEE
publication. Good on all wheel
positions:
825x20-10
ply, 1960 CHEVROLET PICKUP ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
Before 5:00 p.m.
$46.27+$6.17 tax. 900x20-10 ply, truck. Reasonable, see John Lax, guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
$56.32+$7.30 tax. 1000x20-12 ply, Rt. 4, Murray or phone 492-8311, per case )100 books). Sold in case
or
$67.91+$9.22 tax. 1000x22-12 ply, after 6 p.m.
J22C lots only. Ledger & Times Office
372.17+810.22 tax. Roby Sales,
Supply, 103 North 4th Street.
Highway 68, Benton, KenHOLLYWOOD HEAD board,
TEN(
Call 753-1651
Between 6:00 p.m.
J24C large dresser, one 12 x 25 and two
tucky.
FIVE YEAR old palomino mare.
7:00 p.m. In The
lox 12 rugs, also one door 6 x 8 x
Also saddle and bridle in good
25 and one electric Seth Thomas
Evening
14 ALUMINUM SEMI V bottom
condition. Phone 492-8190. J23C
Clock. Phone 753-4639.
J22C
If you know your route
boat. Phone 753-6345 after 5:00
number, please call
boy's
FOR
on
Grocery
one
SALE
acre
p.m.
J28C FOR LONGER wear keep carNOTICE
FOR SALE OR RENT
him first. If you get no
NOTICE
NOTICE
lot. Reasonable if sold at once. 3
pets clean with Blue Ltre Rent miles South of Murray on Highresults then call John
CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i1111111U1111111111111111111111$11111111111111111111111g
electric shampooer $Big K, wav41. Phone 753-7663. 323NC
Pasco , Jr. at the above
10'x56' AMERICA MOBILE
treated lumber. Also styrofoarn
-Ex
REAL ESTATE SCHOOL
Belaire Shopping Center.
number
124C
during
two
home,
hours
the
bedrooms,
separate
logs for dock flotation. Murray
listed
kitchen and dining area Phone
to be held at the
...
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
489-2614.
t;MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS)NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
J23C
Street.
ITC 14' MIRRO CRAFT fishing boat,
PADUCAH, KY.
307 N. 4th 753-6091.
20 H.P. Mercury, electric start.
FOR SALE
' RADIO, TELEVISION,
JULY 6, 1972
FOR SALE
NOW OPEN Arrow Head Camper Stick steering, trolling motor,
STEREO,CAR RADIO
1971-12'x45'
COLONEL
Mobile
Sales, Benton Road, Mayfield, battery, Moody trailer. All A-1.
SALE% & SERVICE
. For information
home, two bedrooms, furnished. EAR CORN. Phone 435-4592 or
.
)
Kentucky. Phone 247-6289. J24C $675.00. Phone 753-8859.
Eight 3-hour sessions from 6:30-9:30 P.M. plus one all
J22C Repair on small Appliances
to any person who
leading
435-5313.
J22P
Phone 753-4757.
J24C
day session. Following this schedule: Thurs. July 6,
will bay a new or aged
Tue - 11th, Thurs. -13th, Tue. - 18th, Thurs. - 20th, Tue.
mobile home from me,Ray
HELP WANTED
HELP_ WANTED
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
-25th, Tue. - Aug. 1st, Tue. - 8th, all day Sat. -Aug. 12th.
Gustafson, Green Acres
HELP WANTED
Mobile Homes, lie
Hwy.7$E: Paris,TeaCONTENT -Kentucky License Law,Terms and
IMAM
Pheeell11-442.4271
Terminology, Listing Contracts, Math, etc.
46-25tc
COURSE FEE:$75.00. Enroll Now-Send $10.00 registration
fee-Balance due July 6th.
BULLDOZER, BACKHOE, E
Scraper. Will train. No exINSTRUCTOR: John Randolph, Experienced Realtor
perience
necessary.
Men E
operating heavy equipment today .E
and Teacher.
are earning $15,000 to $18,000 and =
more. For application call 317- E'
JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY & AUCTION CO.
635-9283 or write Great Lakes
Development Corp. 4022 E. E
1111 Sycamore Street, Murray,Ky.
P11.753-8382
FE
Washington, Indianapolis, In.
ii111111111111111111111111111111111110111101111111111111IMMInniuniniumillinii011)01101111111110
diana 46201.
July21C
KELIA"S TERMITt And Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
NOTICE
13th Street. "Every day you
Serylell charge will be added
delay
lets bugs have their
to 'Int accounts over 30
way."
days", each Day after July
TFC
1st, ion.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerHUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTo whom it may concern; I
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
Jimmy D. Bandy am no longer

COMPLE
at 410
througho
kitchen c
new roof
TWO A
trees in
and alon
mail rou
Full pri
TWO AN
2-bedroo
Hwy.94
large

We have others which we just didn't have room for this week so to find out
about them call us today and we'll be glad to discuss any of our fine listings
with you. If you are thinking of selling let us save you time and trouble by
listing with us now.

ULTRA
shingle
Estates
entran
room,f
powder
comple
wall c

* Member of Multiple Listing *

TWO B
fronta
Murra
air-co

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

Miss Your Paper

REC
al
wall c
acre I

753-1916

APP
PRO
of N

753-7278

Ray Roberts - 753-5583

BR!
lirni

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

$25.00
EWARD

L

MANAGER TRAINEE

NEA
for j
with
OLD
acre
horn;

on
ON
in
fir
ca
finis

One of the Mid-South's fastest growing retail chains needs hard
working, aggressive young men who are looking for an occupation with

a future. Unlimited opportunities provided, such as advancements while
you train, free major medical insurance, paid holidays, and vacations.

ROBINS
ROOST
Campground

High school diploma required. Must be able to relocate. Managers
salaries '10,000.00 & up.

APPLY AT FRED'S
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-6067

responsible for any debts other
than my own after June 22, 1972.
Jimmy D. Bandy.
July6P

20 Mi. South of
Murray on Hwy. 121

STOP
TERMITES.
Work
guaranteed. Free estimate.
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
Huntingdon, Tennessee 9865975.
J24C

FOR YOUR auction sale needs
contact Otto Chester's Auction
Service 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It
pays to sell the Chester
Way."
June28P
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE RF'L ESTATE FOR SALE

ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on an eleven
acre tract of land, located 6 miles southeast of Murray, on
Hwy. 121. In addition, there is a 40' x 40' shop building that
provides an excellent rental income and a fully equipped
beauty shop can be operated by the owner or rented out. The
property has good fences,good well, 2 stock ponds,stable and
approximately 7 acres of cleared land.
PRACTICALLY NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK home on a 44
acre lot, just 5 miles South of Murray on US-641. Has a living
room, kitchen-family room, patio and garage.
ONE-YEAR OLD 4-BEDROOM BRICK home in Panorama
Shores Subdivision. Can be used as a duplex rental. Owner is
confined to the hospital and needs to sell or rent.
ONE OF THE BEST LOCATIONS AVAILABLE for a family
with school age children is 1615 Locust. This brick home has 3
bedrooms, living room, large kitchen-family room, utility
room and carport. The $21,750 price includes central air
conditioning, 144 baths, draperies, TV antenna, refrigerator
and kitchen range.

R.
on
at

EXTRAORDINARILY WELL BUILT 1971 model Mobile
Home,12'x 65'. Has 2 Bedrooms, wall to wall shag carpeting,
redwood porch, underpenning and air conditioning. Must see
to appreciate.
GOOD SOLID OLDER FRAME HOME for only $8,500. This
home has been completely redecorated and new carpeting
and vinyl rugs installed throughout. Has 6 large rooms
completed and one-semi-finished room upstairs. May be
used as a duplex.

this
and
ther

n an
both

COMPLETELY REMODELED 2-BEDROOM FRAME home
at 410 South 10th Street. Has wall to wall carpeting
throughout, new bathroom fixtures and plumbing, new
kitchen cabinets, newly painted outside and a practically
new roof. A very good buy at $8,000.

• it's
to

TWO ACRE BUILDING SITE with 15 equally spaced large
trees in the front yard, plus several more in the backyard
and along the perimeter. Good garden space, located on the
mail route and school bus route only 6 miles from Murray.
Full price $3,000.

sized
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TWO AND ONE-HALF ACRES OF LAND WITH a re-worked
2-bedroom frame home on Hwy,94 East. Has 216' frontage on
Hwy.94 and more than 600' fronting on a gravel road. Many
large trees on the property.

ut
ings

ULTRA NICE 4-BEDROOM HOME of brick and cedar
shingle construction. Located on a large lot in Canterbury
Estates Subdivision. The main floor has an unusually large
entrance hall with an open staircase, living room, dining
room,family room with fireplace, kitchen, utility room and
powder room. The upstairs has 4 spacious bedrooms and 2
complete baths. Double garage, central heat and air, wall to
wall carpeting, concrete patio and kitchen built-ins.
TWO BEDROOM SHINGLED HOME with a lot that has 177'
frontage on Hwy. 121 Southeast. Located just one mile from
Murray. The $10,000 price includes draperies, rugs and an
air-conditioner.
RECENTLY REMODELED 4-ROOM HOUSE WITH
aluminum siding on the exterior and paneling and wall to
wall carpeting on the interior. Situated on the middle of a one
acre lot, just North of Hazel. Priced $8,000.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WE CAN OFFER train one acre to nine acres of land in the
vicinity of Locust Grove Baptist Church. If interested,
contact us for details.
TEN ACRE TRACTS OF LAND,with water from a deep well
available. We have two from which you can choose for $5,000.
Located approximately 11 miles from Murray.
TWENTY-FIVE ACRES OF LAND with a beautiful building
site, a good well, septic tank and field lines already installed
and a 24' x 34' double garage. Sixteen acres are in cultivation
this year. Approximately 1,000 ft. blacktop frontage and
located within 2 miles of the city limits of Murray.
40 ACRE FARM with a liveable 2-bedroom frame house.
Located about midway between Murray and Kenlake.
81 ACRE FARM WITH a good solid liveable 2-bedroom
frame home. House consists of a living room with fireplace,
family room, kitchen-dining room, and one bath. Approximately 50 acres tillable, good well, large stock barn and
several farm outbuildings. Located 4 miles West of
Crossland, near the Kentucky-Tennessee State Line. Priced
at only $10,000.
116 ACRES OF FARMLAND just West of Puryear, approximately Ph miles from Hazel. Has about 40 acres in
soybeans this year. Land lays on both sides of the road.
Priced at $15,000.
CHURCH BUILDING, PARSONAGE and two vacant lots in
the city limits of Murray. The sanctuary is 26' x 42', two
additional rooms are 10' x 24' each, two restrooms,large dry
basement has two furnances and facilities for banquets, two
large capacity air conditioning units. This is a lot of land and
buildings for the asking price.
NEARING COMPLETION-Two brand new 3-bedroom brick
homes on 4/4 acre lot in Fairview Acres Subdivision, 3 miles
Southeast of Murray. Both homes have a living room, kitchen-family room, utility room, ceramic bath, enclosed
garage. They also have wall to wall carpeting, central heat
and air, kitchen built-ins and are on a private water system.
THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS-SECTION OF LOTS WE
CAN OFFER:
Water front lot with trees and a gentle slope toward the lake,
in Keniana Shores Subdivision. Priced at only $3,850.
190' x 225' Wooded lot in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2
miles Southeast of Murray. Priced at only $4,200.
150' x 180' lot in Hazel. On city water and sewers, yet just
$1,500.
75' x 150 lot in Panorama Shores Subdivision. Priced $900.
Unusually large wooded lot in Blood River Subdivision. Has
279' water frontage.
150' a 200' wooded lot at the intersection of Lynn Grove Highway (Ky. 94) and Johnny Robertson Road.
SEVERAL LOTS IN PINE Bluff Shores for $250 each, others
slightly higher.
100'x200' LOT,IN EAST-Y Manor, with city water. Priced at
$2,000.

1651

90'x200' LOT,SUITABLE FOR a split-level home, in East-Y
Manor. Just $2,500.

924

BRICK HOME AND TWO ACRES of land, within the city
limits of Hazel. Full price $7•500.

100'x125' LOTS IN WESTWOOD Subdivision, suitable for
construction of duplexes. Two to choose from at $2,500 each.

NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM SHINGLED house
for just $4,000. Located on a 100' x 210' lot on a paved street,
with city water and sewerage, In Hazel.

CORNER LOT WITH 147' frontage, and several large trees,
in Sherwood Forest Subdivision. Priced at $2,200.

OLDER FRAME HOME, of 14 story construction, on a two
acre tract near Blood River. A nice peaceful location for a
home.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a 150' x 190' corner lot
in Hazel. Priced $8,000.
THREE BEDROOM SHINGLED HOME ON a 125' x 125' lot
on Calloway Street, Hazel. Priced
$4,500.
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ONLY $5,500 for a partially finished 2-bedroom frame home
in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Has a living room with
fireplace, kitchen with built-in range, oven and hood,
carport, and approved water supply Owner will consider
financing a portion.

100'x111' CORNER LOT IN 'Amway Shores Subdivision.
Priced at 61,000.
105'x220' CORNER LOT IN Grove Heights Subdivision, on
the blacktop, for just $2,500.
110'x180' LOT ON US-641 South, in the edge of Tennessee.
Priced at $1,200.
INDUSTRIALLY ZONED LOTS IN Wildwood Industrial
Subdivision, South 4th Street. Several to offer.
WE CAN OFFER YOU ONE OR ALL of the lots in
Brookhaven Estates, one of the area's newest Subdivisions,
located Vol miles East of Murray on Hwy. 94. City water
available and all are reasonably priced.
0

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets
Fulton E Young, 753-4946;

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:

Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744

- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TE,NNESSEE
TWO-BEDROOM frame cottage
KENIANA SHORES; large lake
Street. view
10th
on. South
lots. Central water and lake 15 ACRE FARM,4 miles East of
Remodeled and carpeted.
access. $1,395.00. $14.00 down and Murray, Old Van Cleave Road,
Aluminum siding. Only $7,700. per
month. Phone 4364320. J26C known as Ralph Clark farm.
Call Strout Realty at 753Good stock barn, crib and one
4751 or 7534447 or 753-2878. J24C 3 MILES EAST, three-bedroom outbuilding. An unusually good
frame. 3 acres of land with barn spring well of water. Big
GROWING SUBDIVISION East and crib. $13,500. Call Strout garden spot,good level farm with
of Murray. Brick, three Realty at 753-4751 or 753-3447 some timber land. Beautiful
bedrooms, living room and hall or 753-2878.
J24C location. Ideal distance from
Murray. Price $10,000.00. For
carpeted. Kitchen and dining
room or family room com- BUYING A home, Let Tripp further information phone Mrs.
bination, 13
/
4 baths, central heat Williams and John Hodge assist Verdie Miller, Clay, Kentucky
and air, concrete drive and you. Guy Spann Realty Branch 664-2172 or Mrs Rudy Whitlock,
20'x18'carport. Phone 753Eddyville, Kentucky, 1-338Office,711 Main,7537857.
J24P
J26C 9478.
June29C 7634.
_

FOR SALE
FOUR BEDROOM, air
conditioned, carpeted
house.
Two
baths,
fireplace, den, small room
off garage, newly painted
and well kept. Large shady
lot. On Olive Street. Must
sell, Owner leaving town.

Phone 753-9360

WAY

Call"- :I
753-1916•
•
•
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALF

APPROXIMATELY 3 ACRES OF COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY,located on Hwy. 121 By-Pass at the intersection
of North 16th Street. Zoned B-2.

CE

•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE'

SERVICES OFFERED

_
WILL KEEP elderly lady in my
home. Phone 753-6392.
J22(

04.‘

Town & Country Real Estate

WILL DO Summer baby-sitting
in my home. Experienced. Phone
753-5503.
J22P

Will Have

OPEN HOUSE
SAT. & SUN., JUNE 24 & 25 - 2:00-6:00 p.m.
at 1213 Melrose Drive (Off Belmont Drive)

- NEW 3 BEDROOM HOMES All Brick
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Ceramic Tile Baths
Electric Ranges
Garbage Disposal

Concrete Driveway
Urge Bedrooms
Electric Baseboard Heat
Large Lots in City
Choice Locations Available

Sale Price $
- 11,000 down payment
16
Immediate Possession
For Information or Directions:
Call 753-9900 or 753-3616

500

Ask for Jesse or Joyce Spencer,
or stop by at our new location on

East Main Street (former Carrier Plant)

Town & Country Real Estate
18 ACRES OF land, 1400 ft. Highway frontage, Three-bedroom
frame home, 3 miles Northeast.
Price $19,800. Call Strout
Realty at 753-4751 or 753-3447
or 753-2878.
J24C

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

TWO M.S.U. Students need work
to sustain life. We will do work
such as painting, carpet shampooing, and window washing. For,
arrangements call Charles, 7538224 or Louis, 753-9106.
J26P
SIGNS PAINTED. Art student
experienced in lettering and
illustrations. Reasonable prices.
Phone 489-2680 between 7:00 p.m.
and midnight.
J22C
For complete ENGINE
REPAIR of lawn mowers
and tillers, Old Time
Blacksmith Shop Complete
SHARPENING SERVICE,
WELDING AND REPAIR
SERVICE, also New and
Used Equipme,nt.
KNIGHT'S SHOP
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
STOP GROCERY ON
HWY. 94
AND FIRST ROAD ON
LEFT-LOOK FOR SIGN
PHONE 753-4035
NOW IS the time to do your
spraying and pruning of your
Shrubbery. For experienced
person call Victor, 753-6051 after
J22C
7:00 p.m.
EXPERIENCED
BABYSITTING, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Excellent facilities for playing.
1503 Main, across from Administration building. Phone 7536616.
J23C
BACKHOE WORK, Bushhogging
and yard grading. Phone 7539900, 753-3616, or evenings 7539332.
July22C

EXTRA NICE three bedroom
brick house,located 1614 Belmont
Drive. 144 baths, den, patio,
carpet, appliances built-in.
Priced to sell. See Carlos Black,
Jr.,or phone 753-5287.
J27C

WILL DO bushhogging. Phone
anytime,753-5184.
J23C

SIX MILE'S North of Murray on
Highway 641, two-bedroom
frame, 244 acres of land. Price
$9,700. Call Strout Realty at
753-4751 or 753-3447 or 753J24C
2878.

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin,
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00
p.m.
TFC.

WILL DO baby sitting in my
J22C
home. Phone 753-9488.

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tans
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
SIX ACRES, just off 121 East,
approximately 3 miles from
town. Has clean up shop, parPAINTING, INTERIOR, extially equipped; with large NEW TWO bedroom or three FURNISHED APARTMENT, air terior, by the hour or job. Free
basement living quarters. Phone bedroom duplex with central heat conditioned. Phone 753-1238. J23C estimates. Phone 437-4534. J26C
J23P and air. Disposal, range, dish753-4858.
washer, washer and dryer PRIVATE TRAILER space for JOHN'S
REPAIR Service.
COLEMAN HURT farm, located hookup, all carpet, large lot with rent at 102 S. 12th St. Call 753-4434 Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
garden
spot.
$125.00 and $150.00 or 753-2512.
44 mile South of Hazel on 641. This
J22C carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
well improved 65 acre farm, per month. Phone 753-7550 after
753-7625 nights.
July8C
TFC TWO BEDROOM furnished 8':45'
consisting of 2 houses, 2 wells, 2 5:00p.m.
ponds, cattle and tobacco barn
mobile home. Within walking FOR ALL your home additions,
with plenty of shed room. All EXTRA NICE duplex, carpeted, distance of college. Water fur- alterations, remodeling, etc.,
under good fence. All buildings in stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, nished. Phone 753-5375.
J23C Free Estimates. Phone 753good state of repair Contort central heat and air. Located
TFC
6123.
Larry Hurt at Murray Supply., South 16th Extended and UNFURNISHED HOUSE, four
Murray, Ky., or phone 753-1361 or Greenbrier Drive. Phone 753- rooms and bath. MD Chestnut. No PAINTING, ALL types, all work
J27NC pets allowed. Phone 753Leon Hendrix, Hazel. Ky. 492- 4698.
guaranteed. Free estimate.
.124C
8773.
J23P Phone 7534145.
3750.
July27C
COLLEGE STUDENTS or
THREE-BEDROOM frame with married couple-furnished duplex, TWO BEDROOM house on North
HELP WANTED
basement. Located on Highway one block from college, and two 4th Street. Partially furnished.
J23P'
641 North, and one mile from bedroom furnished house, Phone 753-3829.
WANTED EXPERIENCED
Murray. $11,500. Call Strout summer rates, $75.00 per month
cook,
neat in appearance. Apply
UNFURNISHED
utilities.
HOUSE,
Pasco,
107
753-3447
John
Phone
plus
Realty at 753-4751 or
Southside
person
to
In
TFNC South 15th. Phone 753-3456
or 753-2878.
J24C Jr., 753-2649 or 753-7278.
J23C Restaurant, no phone calls. Bert
days.
TWO BEDROOM house trailer,
Tidwell, Manager.
J22C
FOR RENT
air conditioned, utilities furUNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
rushed. Two miles from Murray.
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
garage apartment. Water furNice for couple and baby or
rooms and bath, central heat and
nished. Phone 753-5733.
J24C
elderly people. No pets. $90.00 per
Sheet Metal Journeyman
air, carpet throughout, extra
322(7 TWO BEDROOM
large master bedroom, range. month. Phone 753-8414.
mobile home on for Fabricating and In sthlation
private lot in Hazel. Carpetd
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202
of
NEATLY FURNISHED one Or
Heating and Air Conditioning
throughout, air conditioned.
after 5:00p.m.
TFC
two bedroom apartment. May be
Only experienced apply
Phone 492-9785.
J24C
seen at Kelly's Pcst Control.
Volunteer
Sheet Metal Co.
THREE BEDROOM house, .Located 100 South 13th Street.
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, Phone Pans 110)) 642-7000 or
refrigerator and stove furnished. inc
across street from campus. MI) 442-2000
Air conditioned with a large yard.
Located 1814 Sherrie Lane. TWO BEDROOM trailer. Also Private parking provided. AVON CAN help you earn extra
$150.00 per month with lease. For want to buy used air conditioners. Available now. Phone 753-4342, or cash for summer vacation, new
753-4978 after 5:00 p.m.
J24C
more information phone 753See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
clothes-or your heart's desire!
7154.
J24C Court after 4:00 p.m. Murray
TRAILER-HOUSE combination. Work spare time near home. Call
Drive In Theatre entrance. TFC
Located approximately 6 miles collect 365-9424 before 8:30 a.m.
FREE RENT to caretaker on 150
east of Murray on the Irvin Cobb weekdays, or write Mrs. Janet
acre farm, 4 room house, elec- BOTTOM CREEK land for rent. Road. Phone
Kunick, Route 2, Box 136-A,
435-5131.
J24P
tricity, good well, garden plot..00 Phone 442-8930.
JVP
Princeton, Ky. 42445.
J24C
plumbing. Also will rent 30-40
FOUR ROOM furnished apartacres unfenced grassland with SIX ROOM house, good
rnent, couples only, no pets. Air
WANTED
good pond, make offer. Write Married couple only. Un- conditioned
and carpeting. Walk
Experienced Auto Body
P.O. Box 32-L, Murray, Ken- furnished. $80.00 per month. in
closet. Phone 753-3323 after
Man
Apply in Person
tucky. J24C Phone 753-4331.
JulY'' 5:00 p.m.
J24C

Help Wanted

Murray Auto Salvage

DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,
near University. Plenty of closet
space, two bedrooms. Unfurnished. Phone 753-8096 or 7533312.
TFC

THREE
ROOM furnished
Highway 641 South
apartment, air conditioned,
WANT TO BUY
carpeted, garbage disposal, lots'
of closets. Can be seen at Cnven's WANT TO BUY used hay rake, WANTED HOUSEKEEPER and
babysitter for two school age
usable condition. Phone 436Food Market,1407 West Main.
J24C
2149.
J22NC children. Phone 753-3438.
123C
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Taxes .. .
(Continued from Page 1)
revisions of Treasury Department statistics, it is pointed out.
They were arrived at under a
formula that distributes the tax
burden on an actual basis,
taking
into account, for
example, the fact that tobacco
taxes, which are largely
collected in three states, are
really borne by smokers in all
the states.
A breakdown of the government's spending budget for the
fiscal year indicates shere the
money will be going.
For every $1,000 that a
Calloway County family is
paying in taxes, directly or
indirectly,some $368 of it will be
allocated to national defense.
Next will be the portion going
for social security, welfare and
other benefits of that kind, $327.
Third largest will be interest on
the national debt, $99, followed
by health, $85, and transportation and commerce, $54,

Mrs. Battoe Of Eagle ...
Hardin Expires

(C,onttnued from Page 1)

Mrs. George Alma)Battoe of
Hardin Route One died Tuesday
at 7:10 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The deceased was 46 years of
age and was a member of the
Hardin Baptist Church.
Mrs. Battoe is survived by her
husband; her mother, Mrs.
Gertie Clark of Benton Route
Five: four sisters, Mrs. Charles
Callahan and Miss Nell Clark,
both of Mayfield, Mrs. Floyd
Broughton of Inkster, Mich.,
and Mrs. Tom Pace of Hardin;
three brothers, Toy Clark and
Leroy Clark, both of Benton
Route Five, and Joe Clark of
Dearborn, Mich.
Funeral services will be held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Artette Roberts and Rev. James
Hale officiating.
Interment will be in the
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP 1—Jim Freeman, track coach at the
University of Louisville, will serve as a guest track consultant at
the Olympic Trials in Jamaica during the first two weeks of July.
Freeman has acted as a training consultant for sprinter Rand
Smith,a 1971 graduate of Murray State University, who now lives
in Louisville.
Freeman will accompany Smith to the Jamaican trials.
SOMERSET, Ky. 1AP i—Funeral services for William C.
Norfleet, mayor of Somerset from 1921 to 1945, will be held at 10
a.m. Friday in Somerset.
Not-fleet died Tuesday at Somerset City Hospital.
Norfleet retired this year as president and co-owner of Cumberland River Oil Co. in Somerset.
MONTICELO, Ky. ( API—Production and maintenance
workers of the Gamble Brothers Inc. woodworking plant here
have voted 85-57 to be represented by Local 576 of the Laborers
International Union, in an election conducted by the National
Labor Relations Board, James Stewart the union's business
manager said.
MT. STERLING, Ky. ( API—Miss Brenda High of Glasgow
holed an 8 foot putt on the last green to register a one-stroke
victory in the Little Mountain Golf Classic here Wednesday.
Miss High held off a late charge by Anne Coombs of Lexington
to take the tournament with an eight over par 152. Marsha Bird of
Cynthiana finished third at 156.

World News Briefs
WASHINGTON API—The Cost of Living Council today begins
considering the Price Commission's call for ''firm and immediate action" to half rising food prices by broadening
President Nixon's controls on agricultural products.
After a day-long meeting Wednesday, the commission decided
to make its recommendation to the council, which oversees the
controls. Raw agricultural products have been exempt from
controls since the start of the program last Aug. 15.
SAIGON ( AP)—North Vietnamese armor and infantrymen
broke through South Vietnam's nothemmest defense line above
Hue at dawn Thursday, but fieldelkorts said the main thrust of
the attack was stopped with help froth U.S. jets.
Military sources said 16 North Vietnamese armored vehicles
were knocked out, including at least nine tanks, on both sides of
the My Chanh River which forms the northern defense line 20 to 25
miles north of Hue.
On the southern front, the U.S. Command reported that six
Americans have been killed since Monday in the stalled drive to
reopen Highway 13 to An Loc, the provincial capital 60 miles
north of Saigon.
WASHINGTON ( AP —A$5.3 billion-a-year program of federal
aid to states and cities appears poised for easy passage in the
House.
The oppostion broke Wednesday when it was unable to force the
bill open for amendments. The vote was 223 to 185 and the margin
for passage later today is expected to be greater

People In The News
SANTA MONICA,Calif.( AP i—Actor Marlon Brando has lost a
court action to end alimony payments to his second wife, Mexican
actress Movita.
Brand°, 48, has claimed his ex-wife was living with or had
married musician James Henry Ford.
He was ordered in Superior Court on Wednesday to pay $1,400
monthly alimony, plus $600 a month child support for the couple's
two children, Sergio, 11 and Rebecca, 6.
In a recent court action Brand° won custody of his son, C'hrsitian. 14, from his first wife, Anna Kashfi.
WASHINGTON(AP i—On the 32nd anniversary of her wedding,
Pat Nixon said, "It seems like only yesterday because Dick isn't
boring. He's so much fun. He just seems as young as when I first
met him."
Earlier Wednesday, the President sent her 32 yellow roses, her
favorite flower. and White House chefs prepared a decorated
Lady Baltimore cake,another of her favorites,for a family dinner
with the Nixon's daughter and son-in-law, Tricia and Edward
Cox.
The Nixon's were wed June 21, 1940 at the Mission Inn in
Riverside, Calif.
STOCKHOLM AP)—The King of Sweden is having labor
trouble1.1
The labor union of castle guards says non-commissioned officers do not want to guard the king any more and that the job
should be done by private companies.
"Many of our members feel silly and ridiculous when parading
in the Royal Guard only to satisfy the tourists,'• a spokesman for
the union said.
The commander of the Royal Guard, Col. Nils Carlberg, said
the guard should be kept because it has "an important task."
BORDEAUX, France ( API—Jacques Chaban-Delmas, who is
premier of France and mayor of Bordeaux, has officiated at the
civil wedding of his son.
Jean-Jacques Chaban-Delmas was wed Wednesday to Diane de
Oliveria-Cezar in a private family ceremony in the twon hall.
Both are 23 and students. They will wed later in a religious service. French law requires a civil service ceremony,first.
In accord with a government initiative for all marriages this
year, Chaban Delmas handed the newlyweds a package of six
classics from French literature-works of Victor Hugo, Balzao and
Stencihal-aid by the Ministry of Education.

The total $109.4 million represents an increase of 7.7 per
cent over last year
expenditures of $101.6 million.
The operating expenses have
been approved by the state legislature, meaning the funds will
now be formally allocated to
the schools involved.
The board also designated
Austin Peay, Middle Tennessee,
Tennessee State, East Tennessee, Memphis State and
Tennessee Tech to participate
in the legislative internship program. In the program, students
will work with legislators, often
for school credit, during sessions of the General Assembly.
An associate degree in medical technology was approved
for Cleveland State Community
College.

Revenue Bill
To See Little
Opposition
By EDMOND Le BRETON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
$5.3-billion-a-year program of
federal aid to states and cities
appears poised for easy passage in the House.
The opposition broke Wednesday when it was unable to force
the bill open for amendments.
The vote was 223 to 185 and the
margin for passage later today
is expected to be greater.
One of the opposition leaders,
Rep. John W. Byrnes, R-Wis.,
said the procedural vote "pretty well decided the question."
"I'm not going to kid myself
that anything I say is going to
change the situation," Byrnes
told the House later.
Although it is uncertain when
the Senate will take up the
measure, Chairman Ressell B.
Long, D-La., of the Finance
Committee said he will try to
begin hearings before the July
10 Democratic convention.
Long predicted the bill will
easily win Senate approval,
though probably with some
changes.
It would distribute initially
$1.8 billion a year to the states,
$3.5 billion to cities and other
local governments. The state
share would be increased over
the five-year life of the program.
Tax effort, especially state
income tax, would be the key
eleyient in dividing the states'
shake. The local governments
wou d get their apportionments
under a more complicated formula taking into account population, urban concentration and
poverty.
The bill would provide also,
on an optional basis, for joint
collection of state and federal
income taxes.

Northern Forces Break
Through; Attack Halted
SAIGON ( AP) — North Vietnamese armor and infantrymen
broke through South Vietnam's
northerrunost
defense
line
above Hue at dawn Thursday,
but field reports said the main
thrust of the attack was
stopped with help from U.S.
jets.
Military sources said 16
North Vietnamese armored vehicles were knocked out, including at least nine tanks, on
both sides of the My Chanh
River which forms the northern
defense line 20 to 25 miles north
of Hue.
Initial reports from the Saigon command said one South
Vietnamese soldier was killed
and eight were wounded.
Military sources in the field
said at least six tanks crossed
the river, and fighting was reported northwest and southwest
of a Roman Catholic church
that is now a South Vietnamese
command post at My Chanh.
The area was heavily shelled
during the night.
U.S. jets knocked out three
North Vietnamese 130mm guns,
which have a range of 17 miles,
west of My Chanh with laserguided bombs, military sources
said. But North Vietnamese
shells hit an ammunition dump
at Camp Evans, a big South
Vietnamese base camp six
miles southeast of My Charlie
and the. ammunition was still
exploding at midmorning.
Another 14 tanks were
claimed Tuesday and Wednesday by South Vietnamese marines who are making a sweep
to the east of the paratroopers
in the coastal region of Quang
Tri province known as the
Street Without Joy.
, Two U.S. planes were shot
down on the western side of
Quang Tri province, on the
Laotian border, but both pilots
were rescued.
The U.S. Command said U.S.
jets flew more than 270 strikes

Archie Bunker
Book Published
In Paperback

HOLLYWOOD API — What
do Chairman Mao and Archie
Bunker have in common? Each
has his own little book of sayings.
Mao's book is Red red. Archie's is a patriotic red, white
and blue.
Mao's thoughts are revolutionary. Archie's are no less inflammatory but much funnier.
"The Wit and Wisdom of Archie Bunker," newly published
in a paperback by Popular Library, is a compilation of Archie's outrageous remarks from
CBS' "All in the Family."
The man who gave currency
to "stiffle," "dingbat" and
"meathead" speaks out on sex,
race, politics, Women's Lib and
many other subjects.
Much of the book records exLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP( — changes between Archie and
Nineteen young Kentuckians other members of the cast, but
have won all expense paid trips here are a few short examples:
--Wages and prices. It's
to an advanced seminar in the
study of the American free en- what you call your spiral stairterprise system at Iowa State case."
—"If you're gonna have your
University.
The youths were chosen from change of life, have it right
among 150 delegates to the now! You got exactly 30 secKentucky Youth Seminar which onds ... change!"
—"Well, I'll tell you one thing
has been in session here all
about Richard Nixon. He keeps
week.
The Iowa State seminar, July Pat home. Which was where
30-Aug. 3, follows this week's Roosevelt should have kept
session at the University of Eleanor. Instead he let her run
Kentucky at which the young around loose till one day she
people discissed the role of discovered the colered. We never knew they was there. She
business in American life.
The participants in the semi- told them they was getting' the
nar here were picked on the short end of the stick and we
basis of previous study of the been havin' trouble ever
American free ente7prise sys- since."
—"When I wanna learn about
tem. The 19 who will go to the
advanced seminar at Ames, pollution, it won't be from no
Iowa were picked en the basis millionaire actor who's' got
nothin' to do but sit on his duff
of test scores.
The winners were: Marty and dream up causes. If he
Mays, Fayette County; Gayle wants to unpollute something,
Herndon, Madison County; Ed- let him unpollute the movies.
ward Johnson, Grayson Coun- All them nudies."
—"It's moments like this
ty; Jackie Watts, Casey County; Carol Lanken, Christian where the only thing that holds
County; Claire Lynn Russell, a marriage together is the husAllen County; Julie Montgom- band bein' big enough to step
ery, Boyle County; Robert Got- hack and see where his wife is
tshall, Boyle County; Sharon wrong."
In some cases Archie's huTapp. Clark County; Keith Foster,Daviess County; Charles mor comes through more clearCoombs, Henderson County; ly than on the show because
Kenneth McDonald, Micholas you can see in print his misuse
words. For instance:
County; Don St. John, Daviess of
County; Judi Taylor, Daviese "You're taking it out of conCounty; Anne Adams, Laurel test." "It's just a pigment of
County; Teresa Brammel, Car- your imagination." "This polititer County; Kenny Clouse, Shel- cal percussion is over as of
by County, and Lucy Thom- here and now." "Smells like a
house of ill refute, if you ask
as, Shelby County.

Kentuckians
Win Trip To
Iowa Seminar

against North Vietnam Wednesday, and Air Force F4 Phantoms shot down a MIG21 interceptor in a dogfight 50 miles
northwest of Hanoi.
The Command said American
bombers gave a heavy pounding to the Haiphong region,
wrecking supply depots, surface-to-air missile assembly
areas,SAM launching sites, antiaircraft artillery batteries and
bridges.
The Viet Cong announced today that it had released hundreds of South Vietnamese
troops captured during the fall
of Quang Tri and "helped them
return to their homes."
On the southern front, the
U.S. Command reported that
six Americans have been killed
since Monday in the stalled
drive to reopen Highway 13 to
An Loc, the provincial capital
60 miles north of Saigon that
the North Vietnamese tried in
vain to capture.
The dead Americans included
two advisers to the South Vietnamese force that has been
unable to break through to An
Loc and four helicopter crewmen. Two U.S. helicopter gunships were shot down on Tuesday and one on Wednesday.

Charges Made
In Connection
With Screening
PADUCAH, Ky.(API —Five
persons havebeen charged in
connection with the screening
of an allegedly obscene film
here Wednesday.
Among those charged were
Paducah city Prosecutor Mike
Livingston
and
former
McCracken County Judge Pelham McMurray.
Also charged were three employes of the Fourth Street Cinema, projectionist Gary Bailey,
Floyd Bradford and theater
manager Mary Margaret Deverell.
Livingston and McMurray,
who are stockholders in the
building housing the theatre,
were charged with permitting
the exhibition of obscene matter, and the other three were
charged with exhibiting obscene matter.
Paducah also seized an Xrated movie, "Fandango,- at
the theatre.
Livingston, in a statement,
termed the charges ludicrous.
He said he knew of no Kentucky law making a lessor responsible for the lesee's unlawful activity.
"I believe this is an attempt
by City Police Court Judge
Kennet Burkhart and his mentor Jimmy Johnson to embarass me because of my participation in the bail bonding company committee which is investigating corruption in the
city court."
Johnson is a Paducah bail
bondsman.
Each of the five was released
on $500 bond.

Six Men • ..
(Continued from Page 1)
were in critical condition and a
seventh man was injured seriously when he leaped through
a -window attempting to avoid
the gunman. Victims interviewed by police said they did
not know Grace and had not
seen him previously.
The gunfire erupted about 3
p.m., and -police said the gunman terrorized the building for
several minutes. About 40 policemen surrounded it after
being alerted by a wounded
man who escaped.
Public Safety Director Wallace hapeters said the officers
fired tear gas cannisters into
the building and that several
policemen entered, but that no
shots Were exchanged with the
gunman.
After the shooting stopped the
gunman was carried from the
building along with other
wounded persons, and it was
not until hospital workers found
bullets in his pocket that police
realized whp he was.
Several women who encountered the gunman told
police he ordered them to get
out of the way. Six women
scrambled to safety from the
(;MA Co. office, and another
seven who confronted the
gunman as they cowered in a
basement also were unharmed.
Carried from the building on
a stretcher was Grace, a Pinkerton guard from the Trenton,
N.J., office of the detective
agency
•
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STAR TALK

Jean Stapleton's chart
shows she's no dingbat
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
Question: -We all know and
love Edith Bunker from "All in
the Family." That gal who
plays Edith — please do her
horoscope."
ANSWER: Jean Stapleton LS
warm and wonderful, but she's
no dingbat
Born Jan. 19, 19Z1, in New
York City, Jean is a Capricorn.
Like most natives of this Zodiac
sign, she is filled with quiet
strength.
Her mother was opera diva
Marie Stapleton Murray; her
father Joseph was in outdoor
advertising. Jean's earliest enthusiasm was music; it was not
until later that she branched
into acting.
Her triumph with "All in the
Family" tends to obscure the
fact that Jean is no newcomer
to show business. Before Edith,
she gained rich experience on
Broadway and in films. She appeared with Streisand ("Funny
Girl") and with the late Judy
Holliday ( "Bells Are Ringing").
Reviewing the lady's horoscope, an astrologer's interest
is caught at once by a Grand
Trine in water signs. Undoubtedly this Grand Trine has been
her salvation more than once.
The luckiest aspect known to
astrology, it involves Jupiter
(her luck), Pluto (her public)
and Uranus (the unexpected).
Thus, luck has come to her in
surprising ways.
One example: pilot films of

Rites Are Friday
At Funeral Chapel
For Mrs. Adams
Funeral services for Mrs.
Aubrey ( Ethel) Adams of 801
Story Avenue, Murray, will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jack
Jones officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
John Lassiter, Reldon Norsworthy, Roy Norsworthy,
Arthur Vinson, Harold Houston,
and Thomas Houston. Interment will be in the Murray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Adams, age 74, died
Wednesday at 5:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
the Locust Grove Baptist
Church and was preceded in
death by one son, Bobby Joe
Adams, who was killed in a
farm accident on October 9,
1961.
The Murray woman was born
March 9, 1898, in Calloway
County and her parents were
the late Joe Robertson and
Nancy Fenley Robertson.
Survivors ate her husband,
Aubrey Adams, 801 Story
Avenue, Murray; one sister,
Miss Alice Robertson of
Murray; two brothers, Elbert
Robertson of Hamlin and
Herbert Robertson of Murray.

Funeral Friday For
Mrs. Richardson
The funeral for Mrs. J. B.
( Mary ) Richardson will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Randolph Allen
and Rev. Otis Jones officiating.
Interment will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
•
Mrs. Richardson, age 63, died
Wednesday at 4:45 am. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member of
the Ferguson Springs Baptist
Church, and was the daughter
of the later
Dewey Wallis
English and Mary- Pochontas
Dupriest English.
The deceased is survived byher husband, J. B. Richardson
of Aurora; one daughter, Mrs.
Betty Schwall of Wilmette, 111.;
two sons, Harry Richardson of
Aurora and Bethel Richardson
of Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Audry Wallis of Louisville;
three brothers, H. S. English of
Ledbetter, F. D. English of
Wyandotte, Mich., and M. E.
English of Hawaii; nine
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.

"All in the Family" were
kicked around for two years,
until nearly everyone but Jean
lost faith in the show's future.
Then, like the proverbial bolt
from the blue, the show was accepted as a mid-season replacement. Today it remains
America's top-rated comedy
show.
Watching Jean accept her
second Emrny Award in two
years, this writer was struck by
her obvious poise and culture.
She is a far cry from the 'IV
lady who lives at 704 Hauser St.
in Queens, New York,
Her Sun is at 28 Capricorn.
That's astrologer-talk. It
means that this woman was
born to win through by the
sheer power of her personality.
Mercury at 14 Aquarius
warns Jean not to place too
many irons in the fire, however
tempting the offers may be.
We speculate that her Moon
is near the 29th (attainment)
degree of Aquarius. Many
achievers have planets here.
One thinks of Wendell Willkie,
Adolphe Menjou and Wallace
Beery. ...
Uranus at 11 Pisces tells us
Jean is faithful to every trust.
The location of her Moon's
South Node is a fateful clue. We
believe that Jean learned early
in life that it was futile to force
issues. Instead, she has learned
to wait for her good, which is
surely coming.
Mars, the planet of energy,
led to her superior gifts.
Neptune is in fiery Leo, in her
horoscope house of marriage.
It forecast that she would
marry a genius, and she just
may have found one in Bill
Putch, who is a superb producer. She told writer Shel
Kagan,"My husband helps me
keep perspective by reminding
me I'm just another character
actress who made good."
Scanning her other planets,
we can see that Saturn gave her
the ability to keep secrets;
Jupiter gave her a fine sense of
timing, and Venus taught her to

find those deserving of her
love.
It was mysterious Pluto
which pointed to her career in
acting, and it is Pluto which
firmly anchors her Grand
Trine in the house of work.
Placed at the fame degree, 9
Cancer, Pluto marked the lady
for success.
These, then, are elements in
the star chart of a real trouper.
The picture that emerges is not
that of an Edith Bunker,
"stifled" by her husband. Here
is a woman of considerable
grace, of steady purpose, of
deep love for her family. In that
sense, surely all of us need
Jean Stapleton's gift of
Laughter.
Address your questioas to
Stanton, Copley News Service,
in care of this newspaper.

Agnes Fuels
Flash Floods

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tropical storm Agnes inched
northward today, continuing to
dump torrential rains that
fueled flash floods over wide
areas of North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania
and New York. Thousands were
left homeless and there were
reports of as many as 14 persons dead.
Hundreds of persons were
evacuated from sites below
flood threatened dams, motorists were stranded on flooded
highway's and utility service
was cut in many areas as the
ex-hurricane poured up to 12
inches on rain in spots.
Virginia's state Civil Defense
headquarters in Richmond said
it had reports of 11 flood related deaths but there were no
figures available from State
Police who keep the official
count. Elsewhere, at least two
persons were reported dead in
New York and one in North
Carolina.
"This is a terrible situation.
I've never seen anything like
it," said an officer in Virginia's
Final rites for Raymond W.
hard-hit Prince William County
Lewis are being held today at
near Washington, D.C. "Cars
two p.m. at the chapel of the
have just been washed off the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
roads with people in them."
with Roy Beasley and Hollis
Flash flood warnings reMiller officiating.
mained in effect today for most
Pallbearers are Leon Grogaree, of New York State and north
Ray Mofield, Hubert Newberry; central and western PennsylvaJames Thurmond, Gene Jones nia.
and John Imes. Burial will be in
Virginia officials called early
the Murray Cemetery with the today for amphibious military
arrangements by the J.H. vehicles to an effort to evacChurchill Funeral Home.
uate stranded motorists on InLewis, age 65, died Tuesday terstates 95 and 66 after heavy
morning at the Veterans Ad- trucks trying to reach them
ministration
Hospital, were washed off the roads.
Louisville. He was a veteran of
The small town of Occoquan
World War II, a member of the was evacuated after National
7th and Poplar Church of Christ, Guard troops called out
to aid
and a retired disability em- in the county said the
Occoquan
ployee of the Murray Division of dam upstream appeared
to be
the Tappan Company.
weakening as flood waters
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. poured over the top.
Euda Putnam Lewis, 1003 Olive
In southeastern New York,
Street,
Murray;
three the entire population of 700 was
daughters, Mrs. Patricia evacuated from the
hamlet of
Allbritten of San Jose, Calif., Almond as water built
up beMrs. Winona McRoy of St. hind a highway
construction
Louis, Mo., and Mrs Jacqueline grade. State police
said the earRushing of Murray; one son, then grade was
holding back a
Gary Lewis of Santa Clara, 14-mile stretch
of water, 20 to
Calif.; one brother, Willie Lewis 25 feet deep.
of Paducah; thirteen grandOfficials of the Chesapeake
children.
and Ohio and Baltimore and
Ohio railroad suspended all
commuter and other passenger
service in the Washington area
until further notice because of
washouts "too numeorus too
(Coatinued from Page 1)
mention."
been working separately' on a
Areas of Washington got up
program to try to stem the tide to
seven inches of rain but the
of rising food costs, particulardownpour eased early today
ly meat.
and the worst appeared over.
Although record meat prices
Hundreds of low-lying streets
have been recorded at the
were flooded.
wholesale level, they- have yet
There Were no reports of
to be fully reflected at the redeaths in Maryland but two
tail level. But Nixon adminisdams were threatened by the
tration economists said the pubinundation. Persons were evaclic should expect retail food
uated from some areas of Lauprices to go up soon.
rel, Maryland City and Bowie
That the rise in food prices
because of a threat to Brighton
has not been fully reflected at
Dam on the Patuxent River.
the retail level was evident by
The Weather Service said
the release Wednesday of the
early today that the Potomac
May Consumer Price Index.
River would crest at 16 feet at
The index went up 0.3 per
7:30 a.m. That would be six
cent over-all, but food prices
feet above flood stage and the
actually declined 0.1 perjent.
highest the river has been since
Nonfood commodities went up
1942.
0.95 per cent.
The Price Commission said
its investigations' show that
Support the U.S. Department
high food prices are not the re- of Agriculture's National School
sult of noncompliance with gov- leinch program.To find out how
ernment regulations. And profit you can help a hungry child,
margins appear to be lower write.
Schol
Lunch,
than normal, it said.
Washington, D.C. 20250.

Raymond W. Lewis'
Rites Are Today
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MUNICH,Germany — It was
14 years ago, in September,
1938, when British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain, umbrella in hand, stood on an airfield here after negotiating the
partition of Czechoslovakia,
and announced "peace in our

world.
In the 113th and 19th centuries
the site was a cavalry training
ground. Troops schooled here
fought at Waterloo. During
World War I and World War II,
German pilots trained here and
Messerschtnitts rose in futile
attempts to hold back waves of
American B-17s and B-24s.
After 1945 it became
Munich's "Schuttberg" — a
200-foot-high mountain of nibble and junk cleared from the
bombed-out city.
It's all hard to imagine in this
spring of 1972, even for one who
picked his way through
Munich's burning streets V
years ago.
The Olympic area is already
hailed as the most beautiful
ever constructed for the
games. A circus-like plastic
roof that dips and soars over
the scene promises to become a
new Munich trademark and
perhaps a model for stadia all
over the world. Draped on
sharply angled steel and concrete pylons, the roof has cost
$44 million, three times the estimated price. It is modeled
after Frei Otto's daring architectural experiment at the German pavilion at Montreal's 1987
"Expo."
The 1972 Olympic prices will
stun many visitors. Already
Munich is rated the most expensive city in Germany. Dollar-devalued Americans will be
hard hit. First class hotel
rooms are in the $40-a-day
range. Dinner in a good restaurant has already passed the $15
average. A Scotch and soda or
martini drinker is staggered by
a $2 or better bar chit before he
takes his first sip. A taxi is $1.28
per kilometer, about fiveeighths of a mile.
If you can't make the Olympics in August, don't fret.
Munich will still be here.
There's the Oktoberfest and
then Fasching and all the
weeks in between.

On Aug. 26, on the same site,
the Olympic flame will be
lighted and 12,000 athletes from
all over the world will plunge
into two weeks of competition
in the XX Olympiad.
For the people of Munich it
will mark the climax of five
hectic years in which the city
literally carried out a 25-year
development program. Some
200,000 visitors and millions of
ROY ROGERS and DALE EVANS
worldwide TV viewers will ex...a beautiful life together'
claim at the daring design of
the Olympic complex, the new
subway, new hotels, roads,
beautifully landscaped industrial centers, high-speed surface transport, expanded airport and prices that threaten to
outdo the feats of any goldmedal pole vaulter.
The good burghers of Munich
hope for even more.
For them this is a summer of
repatriation, a cleansing of
rules in making our pictures, Munich's and Germany's soul,
By NANCY ANDERSON
because the Hayes office was a fervent bid to bury a not-soCopley News Service
watching us. We had to abide distant past when their city was
a shrine of Hitler's Nazism, a
HOLLYWOOD — The bro- by its code.
"But things have changed. I symbol of appeasement and
mide, "Uneasy lies the head
Western humiliation, and finalthat wears the crown," doesn't haven't seen a new movie in
apply to "The King of the Cow- years. I'm afraid I'd see some- ly a ruin, shattered by Amerthing I wouldn't let Trigger ican and British bombers.
boys."
They couldn't have picked a
Roy Rogers,"The King of the watch."
Roy's wife, Dale Evans, more meaningful site than the
Cowboys" to at least a generaThe Queen of the West," was compact, mile-across circle
tion of western film and television fans, is — to resort to an- leaving that night for a trip to that houses the 80,000-spectator
other bromide — as relaxed as the Holy Land, a place Roy said track and field stadium, a
she has always wanted to visit. swimming stadium, gymnasian old shoe.
An unassuming man who still The two of them, Dale and Roy, ums, practice fields, halls and
refers to himself as limit an old share a strong religious faith restaurants, an imaginative
country boy," he's aim a con- which has inspired her to write scallop-roofed village for 12,000
athletes and a 130-foot televitented one. Despite the consid- a series of popular books.
sion tower that will beam their
erable personal tragedy he has
"Dale's always wanted to go achievements around the
experienced, he says he has to the Holy
Land," Roy said,
been lucky.
"so she's going with our
For 12 consecutive years, he preacher and
a group of
was No. 1 at the box office friends.
among westein stars, and for
"Yes, she is working on antwo consecutive years he other book now.
She could write
placed third at the box office if the house
were burning down,
among all motion picture per- because she
has a great power
By MURRAY J. BROWN
It was a bright, clear de%
formers.
of concentration.
UPI Travel Editor
and we could gee the sun's ray
Meanwhile, his television
TOKYO IUPII — Would
glinting off frosty peaks, snow "I'm just the opposite. I'm
record was equally impressive,
choked ravines and icebound
including in part 14 spectacu- just an old country boy who you believe you can fly from
rivers and lakes. There were
lars sponsored by General Mo- didn't finish school and can't New York to Tokyo in about
the same time it takes to drive
vast forests of pines, the dark
tors on NBC-TV which were spell, and, besides, I can't sit between New
York and
green contrasting sharply with
never outrated, and a half-hour still long enough to write. I'd Chicago?
the virgin white snow of the
show which ran for six years on rather hunt and fish."
Well, it's about 825 miles
surrounding terrain. A fee
NBC, for 2os years through
from New York to Chicago
wisps of smoke or clearinv
syndication and for another
and it can be driven in around
indicated man's presence in
four years over the CBS televi15 hours at an average speed
that desolate-looking territory
of 55 miles per hour.
sion network.
Anchorage still had evidence
In the same 15 hours, Japan
of the winter snows and the
Adding to his triurnphs, RogAir Lines jet planes can fly you
temperature hovered around
ers has set all-time box office
between New York and Tokyo
records at state fairs and rothe Is sexing mark when we
at
an average speed of around
landed at the airport at 6.20
deos across this country, Can475 miles per hour via its
P.M. EST or l:0 P.M. local
ada and Europe.
recently-inaugurated
Great
time. We were about one hour
He hasn't made a picture now
Circle Route.
late mainly because of strong
in some time, but he certainly
Evening At The Pops is back!
The new circuit via Anhead winds.
hasn't retired.
And at a brand new time! Time chorage, Alaska, can save
While the plane was
"I'll never quit," Rogers now, though, for you to start travelers from eastern United
refueled, we roamed through
grins. "I'm like the fellow from planning your summer Tuesday States up to six hours and
the new air terminal building
Texas who said, 'The tiresorn- nights around Arthur Fiedler, more than 2,000 miles as
of Alaska's largest city.
est thing in the world is doing the Boston Pops Orchestra and compared to JAL's New YorkThere's a duty-free shop for
Francisco-HonoluluSan
nothing, because .you can't some good guest stars.
outward-bound passengers
Tokyo routing. Including the
and a "Gold and Fur Shop."
This summer,Evening At The two intermediary stops, it
dominated by a stuffed 9-foot
That being the case, he'll be Pops
will be on Kentucky takes 21 hours for that 9,150I,300-pound snarling polar
seen beginning next fall as host
Educational
flight.
mile
Televison
(KET)
bear. The shop sells souvenirs
of 26 weekly television proVia
the air
made by Eskimos as well as
grams entitled "Roy Rogers every Tuesday night at 7 p.m. distance Anchorage,
is cut to 7,090 miles
other articles, including furs
Presents The Classic Movie CDT beginning July 4 (repeats: with a resultant reduction in
and skins, but no gold.
Sunday at 9 p.m. CDT).
Cowboys."
flying time of nearly 30 per
For those who can't wait.
The series, produced and
What a line-up of treats there cent.
there are Japanese-made
syndicated by Jerry Jonas Pro- are! Be sure to see that grand
I was • guest on the press
massage chairs where you can
ductions, Ltd., of Philadelphia, old man of American music, inaugural flight along with _ have your back kneaded by
will feature classic western Leroy Anderson, who actually representatives
from
two rubber discs for 25 cents
for three minutes. You can also
movies introduced by Roy who gets Arthur Fiedler to leave the newspapers, magazines, trade
relax in chairs with personal
will reminisce about western podium and solo on the journals, radio and television
television *eta, available for the
picture making and, from time "gourd." You'll hear "Fiddle from the eastern states and
Alaska.
same price.
to time,interview other stars of Faddle," "The Syncopated
We departedAnchorage at
The flight
the genre.
Clock," and other Anderson all the way. was in daylight
about 7:
11. EST. About
We lost one day
His first guest will be Tim tunes.
four hours later, the
crossing the International
McCoy, the Montana cowboy
stewardess announced we had
Dateline en route to Tokyo but
Keep tuned on Tuesday
and U.S. Cavalry officer whose
crossed the International
will get it back on the return
knowledge of the American nights for Roberta Flack niv;
Dateline and it was now
singing
her
famous
hit,
"The
Plains Indians led him to a Holaround 1 P.M. Tuesday
JAL cabin crews —
First
Time
Ever I Saw Your stewards and
lywood career.
Tokyo time.
stewardesses —
Rogers, of course, is enthusi- Face". And there's Doc tived up td their reputation for
Tokyo was shrouded by
Severinsen—with his beautiful civility and efficiency. The
astic about the series.
smog, as usual, when we
landed at Haneda Airport. It
"This one will be an easy one hot trumpet.
service was outstanding. There
was 4:20 P.M. local time, or
were
to do," he said during a recent
There's "A Night In Old choicehot and cold towels, a
2:20 a.m. EST, or about 45
of western and
visit to Los Angeles from his Vienna" with
the magnificent Japanese meals and beverages,
minutes behind schedule, for
home in Apple Valley, Calif. voice of
Roberta Peters. Steve and various cheerful courwhich
the
stewardess
"We'll do it all (his part) in Allen
and some funny clowning
apologised in English and
tesies.
three or four weeks.
Japanese.
and excitement.
We left New York's John F.
"I know there's been a lot of
Immigration, health and
Kennedy
International
talk about violence on televiThere's Chet Atkins and
customs procedures took only
Airport aboard JAL flight 005
sion, and maybe certain types Charlie Byrd and Ferrante and
at 10:20 a.m. on a Monday
minutes and we headed
of violence would have a bad Teicher and Your Father's
I the
straight for the hotel for a
bilingual
steward
effect on a certain type of child. Mustache. More. of those
apologized for a 20-minute ,shower, nap — and massage.
"But in the western picttres I wonderful Pops medleys. From
delay. The course of our
made — in all the pictures we'll "Fiddler on the Roof," DC8-62 stretch jet took us
New Zealand's flightless
over Niagara Falls, the Great
show — good always won out "Camelot," "My
Fair Lady" Lakes,
chicken-size kiwis are unique in
over bad
the
sprawling
come familiar songs that you
Canadian plains and the that the nostrils are at the tips
We had to observe certain will enjoy.
of their beaks
northern Rockies.

YESTERDAY'S STARS

Roy Rogers just
a country boy

_ DESERTING FAMILIES

Japanese housewives
show independent spirit
TOKYO— The number of fathers with motherless children
left in their care Is on the increase because of the more independent spirit of Japanese
women.
Most of heads of these motherless families are widowers
but an increasing number of
housewives are deserting their
families or are estranged ft-ten
their husbands.
What makes the situation
more tragic is the fact that the
average age of fathers with
motherless children in their
hands has become somewhat
lower than before. This means
that the average age of children left solely in care of their
fathers also has became proportionately lower and a good
number of such children are
still infants who require constant attention.
The increase in the number
of motherless families reflects
the change in the attitude and
status of married women who
have become assertive and independent-minded and who are
no longer the meek Japanese
housewives of yore.
Especially sad is the lot of fathers supporting a motherless
family who belong to the lowincome bracket. The unfortunate fathers who are unable to
gain help from immediate relatives in caring for their children and cannot afford to hire a
housekeeper or make use of a
day nursery are forced to seek
another job which pays less but
gives more free time to take
care of their children.
Some of these fathers in woe
-- although most of them do not
admit that they are in a tough
spot family-wise due to their
spouses' "defection" — eventually go on relief and end up in a
home for the destitute.
According to a counselor at
one of such homes, a typical

case of a family man whose
wife had walked out on him has
the following pattern:
1. One day he finds himself
without his wife who has left
the child or children behind
her.
2. He hires a housekeeper or
leaves his children in care of a
day nursery while he is away at
work.
3. He falls into financial
straits and is unable to send his
children to the day nursery.
4. He is unable to report to
work regularly as he has to
give more time to his children.
S. He starts working parttime for a small enterprise and
his income is further reduced.
6. Now unable to pay his
apartment rent, he moves into
a flop-house with his children.
7. Urging confidence in himself and disspirited, he takes to
hard liquor and starts gam-

bring.
8. Almost a total destitute, he
applies for government relief
and is accommodated in a
home for the destitute (often
referred to as a home for fathers and children
According to a Japanese
study, there are about 10,179
families without a mother in
the whole of the country comprising between 40,000 and
50,000 persons.
Yet there are only two known
institutions which accommodate these families. One is
Shiozaki-so Home, which is operated by the 23 ward office of
Tokyo under the livelihood
Protection Law, and the other
Heiwa-so, a home run by a social welfare juridical person.
Both are located in Kota Ward,
eastern Tokyo, a district where
a large number of low-income

people live.
Heiwa-so takes in only those
who can pay the low rent
charged. Shiozaki-so gives priority to families on relief but
charges rent from those who
can afford it. Thus, out of the 93
families living there at present
only seven families are paying
rent and the rest are tenants
quartered free of charge.
Fatherless families outnumber motherless families in Japan by a ratio of 5 to I. There
are 527 homes exclusively for
mothers and children throughout the country while there are
no real homes for motherless
families. This is because Law
treats women as the weaker of
the sexes socially and they
need more help than fathers in
addition to the fact that in most
cases it is the mother who gains
custody of their children when
a marriage breaks up,

D OGGONE FRIENDLY—

Little Kevin Blunt wasn't too sure of his reaction when
Dino the St. Bernard came up close during the Sacramento, Calif., Animal Shelter's Open House.

Great Circle Route
speeds Tokyo flight

Prices Good Through Sunday, June 25th.

YOUR
CHOICE

'Evening At
The Pops' To
Return To KET

Latex

Barn & Fence Paint
Mogicolor Barn 8. Fence paint is free from
lead pigments so it's safe to use near livestock. Red resists fading and the white stays
white without yellowing.

No Drip Latex
Interior

Redwood Stain
One coat stains, seals, finishes and protects wood-durable glossy finish withstands
rain, sleet and hot sunlight. Warm redwood
beauty for unfinished or stained wood.

White Gloss
Enamel

288
NoDriP
RatLate(

Thick...won't drip or
spatter - dries in 20
minutes - easy cleanup in water - goes on
smoothly,covers evenly - six fashionable
colors.

Oil bose interior ond exterior gloss enamel - durable attractive finish for
walls, woodwork, toys,
furniture - one coat covers
and safe for use with
children.

9-9 Mon.-sat Bel Air Shopping Center

BANKAAIFRIC,ARO

* Acres of Free Parking *
1-6 Sundays
We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities 7534777
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Dr. Theodore R. Mason Howard,
M.D. is the founder and executive direc
tor of the Friendship
Medical Center in Chicago. Dr. Howa
rd is the brother of Mrs. Mable Dilla
rd of Murray and the son of
the late Mrs. Mary Palmer and
Author Howard. He is a graduate of Dougl
as High School.

Dr. Theodore R. Mason Howard
Founds Chicago Medical Center
Dr. Theodore R. Mason focal point of the design is a Revol
ution in the South, Dr.
Howard, M.D., D.N.B., is the botanical garden with
a Howard was demonstrating his
founder and executive director waterfall and stream in the
concern for his people and their
of Friendship Medical Center, a center of the building, cornrights. He was forced to leave
new medical service proyictng
Mississippi after a long siege of
medical and dental care In
threats and attempts against
Chicago.
his life and the lives of his wife
Howard is the brother of Mrs.
and son.
Mable Dillard of Murray and is
Today, in Chicago, as he
a graduate of Douglass High
discusses his inspiration about
School. He is the son of the late
the new Friendship Center, Dr.
Mrs. Mary Palmer and Author
Howard is interested in another
Howard.
kinclof rights for big city ghetto
Howard is a graduate of the
people. He knows that the right
College Howard is a graduate
of human dignity is so often
of the College of Medical
violated by underprivileged
Evangelists in Loma Linda,
people who go to hospitals,
California, a diplomate,
clinics and medical center sin
National Board of Medical
search of health care and relief
Examiners, has conducted a
from pain. Often they sit in illspecial study in surgery, at the
lit, unattractive waiting rooms,
Mayo Clinic in Rochester
subjected to indifferent atMinnesota,
Crile
Clinic
tention from attendants and
Cleveland, and clinics in
sometimes forced to leave,
Londonn and Tokyo. He is the
after hours of waiting.
former president of the
Sometimes they are told to
National Medical Association, Dr. Theodore R.M. Howard
come back tomorrow with no
medical director of the
thought of whether they can
Riverside Sanitarium and prising the spacious waiting
afford the increasingly rising
room area.
Hospital in Nashville and Chief
Anyone familiar with the carfares of the cities.
Surgeon and Medical Director
Sometimes they are told that
at the Friendship Clinic and history of the center's creator,
Dr. Howard, will not be sur- this particular facility cannot
Hospital in Mound Bayou, Miss.
The medical center, offering prised to see the displays of help them.
"No one who comes here for
medical and dental care to animals and birds. All of them
Chicago's South Side, will be come from a collection of game help will be turned away", Dr.
he has taken, not only from Howard vows.
open until midnight, seven
Africa, but from hunting spots
That simple, significant
days.
all over the globe. In his South statement reflects his deep
The staff of medical doctors
and dentists, nurses and Side Chicago mansion, Safari concern.
The fact that the center, ofmedical technicians provide Manor,Dr. Howard has a Safari
care and treatment for a wide Room with many exhibits of his fering medical and dental care,
even minor surgery, will be
variety of medical problems. hunting exploits.
open
until midnight seven days
Altho
ugh
hunti
ng
big game is
Commanding a 16,000 square
feet area which includes a large his avocation, healing of a week is indicative of the
parking lot, the Friendship humans is his vocation and sensitivity to the special
Medical Center was converted primary concern. Dr. Howard problems of ghetto working
from a Jewel supermarket into has an illustrious background in people.
A staff of medical doctors and
a one story 100 by 125 foot medicine.
denti
sts, nurses and medical
In
Missi
ssipp
i,
long
befor
building with a mezzanine. The
e the
eruption of the Civil Rights technicians will provide care
and treatment running the
gamut of treatment of a common cold to emergency major
surgery.

Arlen recalls
'Red' hearings
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

Dare Curtis Is
Youth Chairman

'Leo McCarey had won three
Academy Awards (for directDavid L. Curtis, a junior at
ing 'The
Murray State University, from
HOLLYWOOD — "The Com- and for Awful Truth' in 1937
writing and directing La Center will serve as first
munists took over the industry 'Goin
g My Way' in 1944), but district youth chairman
and destroyed it," Richard Ar- after
for
he testified, I don't think Walter Dee Hudcllesto
len said.
n. The
he worked again.
anno
unce
ment was made by
Arlen, a veteran actor who
"I was taken out of a picture I Bob McQu
een, state youth
played a lead m "Wings," the was
maki
ng
and
replaced with coordinator for the Huddleston
first picture to win an Academy Sterl
ing Hayden. And I was for U.S. Senat
Award, is a handsome, witty, paid
or campaign.
off for a 10-picture conkeen-minded man who says tract.
Curtis is president of the
exactly what he thinks whether
Murray State University
"Bob
he's discussing the president of tract Taylor, who had a con- Student
Government, a
, managed to hang on at
the United States, L. B. Mayer, Ns
studio, but after his testi- member of the Board of
the war in Vietnam or nudity on
mony he was given scripts that Regents, and a member of Pi
the screen.
hadn't been finished and pic- Kappa Alpha.
Sitting in a Beverly Hills of- tures
He is the first district
with no producers.
fice, he remembered the con"I'll never forget the hatred chairman of the Kentucky
gressional hearings into com- that
surrounded us when Bob Young Democrats and vicemunism in Hollywood and ex- and
I walked down that long pteSident of the M.S.U. YD
ploded one of the great myths hall
to the room where the cm- Club.
bred by the era.
gressional hearings were being
''Dee Huddleston's per"The people who were held.
formance in the state senate is
charged with Communist asso"Foul, filthy bums lined the proof that he is the
man we need
ciations weren't the 'ones put hall
out of work by the hearings," ting literally hissing and spit- in Washington," said Curtis
at us. I knew Bob and I upon his appoi
he said. "The people who testi- could
ntment.
take care of cox-selves, so
McQueen stressed that "The
fied against them were
I wasn't afraid, but the hatred
youth are taking a look at
"The C.oinmunists took care was
so strong it was like a
of their own. They found jobs
politi
cs in Kentucky and the
physical force.
for their kind. &it those who
''Then, when we came out, nation and seeing the need for
testified against the Commureporters demanded to know honest, dedicated and peoplenists suffered. Powers who what
we'd said, and, when we oriented leadership. Dave
might have helped them didn't. would
n't answer their ques- Curtis and thousands of young
"Nobody will believe this, but tions
people like him are asking what
,
the witnesses, not the accused, dom they talked about free- they can do
to help elect Dee
of
the
press
.
were the victims of the con"I told them, 'Don't talk Huddleston. I have an answer
gressional hearings."
for them, and that's hard work.
about
Arlen grew specific. He men- me. freedom of the press to I know
I was a member of the
that Dave will do the
tioned a studio vice president press
before you were born.— job."
who, immediately after his tesArlen
timony against industry Com- of the was indeed s member
press immediately after
munists, found himself locked
- FOR LOVE
World War I, writing sports for
out of his office.
The Duke of Windsor and
the Duluth Minn.) News Tri"They gave him a cubbyhole
bune. However, his stint as a Mrs. Wallis Warfield were
under the dressing rooms," Ar- news
man was brief, ending married at Monts, France, on
len continued, "with no telewhen he migrated to the Texas June 3, 1937.
phone and a leaky ceiling. But oil
fields and then, in 1920, to
he fooled them He fixed the
Hollywood and eventual starleak himself
The tarpon is Alabama's
dom
official state fish.
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WE GOOFED!! Our new
19
room for them. We must sac73 models are on the way in, we lust don't have
rifice profit, and move out our current stock.
Some one-of-a-kind, some floor models
, many are still in the carton, but all
are new with full warranties. It's our
loss and your gain! Come in today and
get the best prices we have ever offered.

SAC
attack
the ca

HERE IS PROOF POSITIVE!!
WARD & ELKINS ALWAYS MAKES YOUR
DOLLARS BUY
MORE FOR YOU, AND SAVE YOU MO
NEY DAY AFTER DAY
Spanish
Showcase for
XL-100—RCA
100% Solid State
AccuColor*
This Set Was

.

The PANEW
Model 00-859
25• Magee& picture'

SAVE $145°°
NO ---4
ONLY

tif 5400
RCA presents a truly magnificent
Spanish -style cabinet to house
XL-100—RCA 100% Solid
State AccuColor. Deluxe
AccuMatic color monitor
automatically holds your color
settings within a normal
preference range.

* CK ALL THESE SPECIALS ... OUR ENTIRE
STOCK IS MARKED DOWN *
1 Ea. - FP564W - 25" Color Consolette - Acc
ucolor 60
Now Only '458°
1 Ea. - GQ637S - Spanish Color Console - 23" Accuco
lor 60 - Save '7000 '489"
3 Ea. - GQ599W - 23" Walnut Color Console
Save Over '5000 '448"
1 Ea. - EQ415W - 18" Color Portable A Real Clo
1 Ea. - GQ711LR -25" XL100 - Remote Control Color se-Out Special! '34800
4 Ea. - GQ634L - 23" Maple Color Console - Was $5499$Save Over '10000'6980
Now '49900
1 Ea. - GQ739Y - 25" XL100, with Doors-Antique White Wa
s 57 Now 564900
2 Ea. - EQ381W-EN - 16" Color Portable with Stand - Was 53499545
. Now s309°°
1 Ea. - GQ709L - 25" XL100, Early American - Save Over
'80"
s588°°
3 Ea. - GQ627L - 23" Color Console. Beautiful Maple
- Was 554900 Now s478°°
2 Ea. - FQ485W - 20" Accucolor Table Model - Save Over 55000
Now 5388"
THIS IS BUT A SAMPLE OF OUR SPECIALS.
. . CK OUR TAGS ON OUR FLOOR STOCK

STEREO VALUES, CONSOLES, MODULAR,
PORTABLE

Your invitation
to luxurious
sound—from RCA

RCA's Cushionaire IV"
sealed speaker system
plus 100-watt peak
power solid state amplifier
for stereo sound the way
you want it. Deluxe
Studiomatic changer.
FM -AM-FM Stereo radio

2 Ea. - VRT12S - Pecan Console Stereo
- With Stereo 8
Only $258°'
1 Ea. - VQT31L - Early American Console
Stereo - 50 Watts Now $29
9°'
2 Ea. - VRT22S - Spanish Console
Stereo - With Stereo 8
Onl
y
'298"
1 Ea. - VQT1OW - Walnut Console Ste
reo - A Beauty!
No
w '209"
1 Ea. - VQT-52S - 100 Watt Console Stereo
Wa
s
$4
75
"
Onl
y $39800
1 Ea. - VQT111 - Maple Console Stereo
- 4 Speaker
Now $209"
1 Ea. - VPEO9L - Early American Console
Stereo
Only $19800
1 Ea. - VS1400 - 4-Pc. Modular Stereo
- AM/FM
Only $139°°
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Frigidaire Poppy
Hitthday Celebration
New 3 door model. Separate ice
cube section. Now get ice without
opening the whole freezer.
Never ever defrost. All 3 sections
100 per cent frost proof.

ave
k.
tall
and

7
BACK TO

BASE—A Navy A-7
fighter-bomber, its
attack mission completed
over North Vietnam,
returns to
the carrier Coral Sea
cruising in the Tonkin Gulf.

Arizon ns full
of hot t II tales
By DON DEDERA
Copley News Service

'458°'
'4890°
s448°°
s348°°
"698°°
'4990°
'649°0
s309°°
5.588°°
s478°°
s38800

00
00
00
00
00

said the cowboy. "I'm still sittin' on my horse."
One summer, when the sun
PHOENIX, Ariz. — In the was a burnished copper plaque
midst of the worst drought in hanging straight overhead, a
years, Arizonans are fighting half-dozen old mesquite stumps
back with the weapons at hand: were seen to climb out of their
Irrigation, refrigeration and holes and crawl over to a spot
tall tales.
of shade. That was the same
-Hot and dry?" says one year a Joshua tree was alleged
Phoenix old-timer. "Why, Ari- to have hiked into Kingman and
zona gets so dry during June Vied to imitate a fireplug.
that one year, when a drop of
In 1869, a magazine writer
rain fell and struck a Phoenix experiencing an Arizona summan on the head, he was mer wrote an article including,
knocked unconscious and it "The rabbits have somehow
took three buckets of sand to gotten the body of the hare and
bring him around."
the ears of the ass; the frogs,
Before Arizona gained state- the body of the toad, the horns
hood, a Cavalryman died of of the stag-beetle, and the tail
sunstroke at Fort Yuma, went of the lizards. The trees fall upto hell and telegraphed back for hill, and the lightning comes
his overcoat. Another wilted out of the ground."
military man said,"We fought
But that wasn't record heat.
one war with Mexico to win One year a Tucson rancher
Arizona. We ought to fight an- , came into town to surrender to
other to make her take it the sheriff for shooting his new
beck."
neighbor. The motive? "Hot as
Pioneer cattleman Vi Fuller it is, water's scarce," said the
once stated,"One year it got so cattleman. "And my new
hot and dry, when we bought an neighbor, he sunk a well and
old sow, we had to soak her in put up a windmill, and sheriff,
water for three days before she you know there's not enough
wind in that canyon to run two
would hold swill."
Wickenburg claims to harbor windmills!" Case dismissed.
stick lizards, which down
Down Casa Grande way, a
through the blazing aeons have dude Iowa farmer planted a
evolved a system for traveling field of popcorn, which reached
across the blistering desert. maturity in the peak of a parThese ingenious critters scurry ticularly fierce =Tuner. The
around sand dunes with sticks popcorn popped right off the
in their mouths. When they no ears, and a herd of Steers in an
longer can bear the searing adjoining pasture assumed the
sand, they jab the sticks into popcorn was snow, and they
the ground and shinny up the froze to death. Only by packing
the carcasses in more popcorn
sticks to cool their feet.
seas the Meat kept fresh for
Salome is the home of a frog
that carries a canteen of water market.
for moistening the moss on its
back. According to Salome's
Americas'Tourism Year
late humorist, Dick Wick Hall,
WASHINGTON 1UPI) —
sometimes the desert turned so
Copies of a specially designed
hot, that in the life-and-death
logo honoring Christopher
races of coyotes and jackrabColumbus' discovery of the
bits, both parties agreed to
Americas are being distributed
walk. Not even the roadrunners
by all segments of the travel
industry by" the Tourism
run.
Development Division of the
Hot? Why once an easterner
Organisation of American
wearing a blue serge suit
States 10AS).
boarded the Southern Pacific at
They are for use on
Benson, and when the train
brochures, posters, stationery
pulled into Tucson, the suit
and in advertising campaigns,
stepped off the train. The eastand also on a commemorative
erner had evaporated.
stamp, baggage stickers,
Where Highway 93 crosses
buttons and other items.'They
the Big Sandy River, a motorist
are printed in the four official
languages of the OAS —
spotted a cowboy hat in the
English, Spanish, Portuguese
sand the day after a hot, dry
and French — as well as in
dust storm. When the man
German and Japanese.
picked up the hat, there was the
head of a cowboy, buried alive
JUAN PERON
in sand. "I'll fetch a shovel, and
Juan Peron was installed as
dig you out," said the Samarithe 29th president of Argentina
tan. "Better get a tractor," on June
4, 1946.

Flexible storage, fully adjustable
/shelves.
Magnetic door seal surrounds 100 per cent,
of door edges.

No black marks on floor. Smooth glide
white rollers.

/

Cold air stays in, warm air stays out
with super-efficient frig-foam insulation.

FREE $50
automatic ice maker
with the purchase of
this refrigerator.

glollalus^

A POPPY BIRTHDAY
Frigidaire celebrates 54 years of Bright
Ideas with a bright new color.
AdaAtaltious*Amisof.a&Avt.Avit

+ Permanent Press Cycle
+ Flowing Gentle Heat
+ Cycle End Signal

+ Giant 18 lbs. Capacity
+ Automati Water Level
+ Permanent Press Care

$

900

.Frigldaire Chest Freezer
Stores up to 525 Lbs. Food

.Easy to Clean
Infinite Heat Settings
.All Porcelain

0

$2
2
900

$ 18
9
°9 I
B.T.U.'s

MODEL

5,000
8,000
12,000
15,000
19,000

AEC-51P
AEC-8MT-2
A-12MT-2
A-1538P
A-1938R

VOLA
uT5 GE

SALE PRICE
$12
779.00
00

115
115
230
230

229.00
247.00
299.00

t

00
00
00

+ Liberal Terms Available
+ Convenient Location

+ Quick Service
+ Large Inventory of Parts

Builders and Contractors. Remember WARD-ELKINS I I
I I for your special low priced Package Buying ....

WARD-ELKINS!
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LET'S REMINISCE

Your Individual Horoscope

Hope chests held fine needle work

Frances Drake

By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service

FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 23, 1972
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is, according
Overcome any self-conto the stars.
sciousness that could prevent
ARIES
you from producing in your
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr44 usual top form. Aim
for special
A fine day, bringing one of achievement rather
than acyour big opportunities to complishment by
volume.
capitalize on skills and talents.
Industrial and executive work
CAPRICORN
especially favored.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
TAURUS
Much deep thinking should go
Apr. 21 to May 211
into
this day. There will be
Indications of fine reward for
and
counteryour efforts of several weeks proposals
past. Some new issues to be proposals. Do not be swept
worked on assiduously; give of away by emotionalism or bias.
your best, since good trends will Let good judgment be your
keyword.
continue.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
May 22 to June 21) 1164
1- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Many benefits can be derived
Note Capricorn. Your outlook
from this day if the right effort similar.
Be careful not to
AT THE RIGHT TIME is
misinterpret others' meanings
poured into it. Let your action and not
to be misunderstood
reflect foresightedness and yourself.
Shun gossip.
sound judgment.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23)
Mar. 20)
Do not become irritated when (Feb. 20 to
time
A
good
to take a definite
opposed. Consider: Maybe the
other fellow's suggestions are stand in a financial matter
better than you realize. Stress concerned with domestic affairs. And; once having made
your sense of humor.
your decision, stick with it.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY have
Use tact and poise in dealing
with the opposite sex now. This been endowed with a fine mind,
could bring success even in the ' a delightful personality and one
most difficult situations. Note of the most sympathetic and
understanding natures in the
new trends.
entire zodiacal spectrum. You
VIRGO
are studious and philosophical;
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Review finances, domestic have an insatiable curiosity as
situations, children's needs. to what makes things "tick," so
There may be room for im- research and science are
provement. If an idea proves natural fields for your talents.
unfeasible, discard, it im- Your humanitarian impulses,
coupled with an unusual manual
mediately.
dexterity also fit you for great
LIBRA
success as a surgeon or in(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Better-than-average plane- ventor. You love music but
tary influences. Aim for would probably pursue it
progress in a normal, tranquil avocationally rather than as a
manner, avoiding tenseness, full time occupation. Writing,
haste. Some fine gains through teaching and photography are
careers to which you should
your innate artistry.
give thorough consideration,
SCORPIO
but you will probably be hap(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Avoid hasty words, con- piest in a line which gives you
clusions. If not sure, wait until an opportunity for service.
you are before acting. But don't Birthdate of: Edward, Duke of
just wait, and wait — off into do- Windsor; Irwin S. Cobb,
American author.
nothingness.

xvOt
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Kerry and Trent Thompson are in front of their home on Oxford
Drive in Canterbury Estates. The home was selected to receive
the award for the June "Yard of the Month" plaque in the contest
sponsored by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. The Thompson boys parents are Mr. and Mrs. David
Thompson.

June 'Yard of the Month' Plaque
Goes To Mr. and Mrs. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. David Thomp- weigela and pyracantha for
son of 1521 Oxford Drive in added color.
Centered in the side yard is a
Canterbury Estates have been
awarded the June "Yard of the large bed of cannas bordered
Month" plaque in the contest with red and white flowers and
sponsored by the Garden other colorful plants. An atDepartment of the Murray tractive bird bath is framed by
Woman's Club.
blooming red and white
Alongside
petunias.
the
The landscaping of this yard
elevated redwood deck are red
is well balanced, blending a
variety of colorful species with rambling roses and white yucca
the colors of the house. As one all outlined with a border of
enters the drive, on either side small rock. A red climber is
growning up a trellis that marks
of the garage are small rock
entrance to the deck.
the
gardens containing y.ucca,
The house is shaded with a
creeping moss and other varieties of ground cover plants natural setting of large cotwhich add to the attractiveness tonwood, oak, and sycamore
trees in the background. For an
of the home.
ornamental effect throughout
Along the walk which leads the entire yard are dogwood,
from a side entrance to the front maple, poplar and white birch
is a gas light encircled with a trees. These are surrounded
brick flower bed planted with with colorful yellow marigolds.
begonias and yellow coleus.
Oppostie the walk along the wall
Honeymooners and tourists
are golden privet, red barberry,
from Japan have turned the
dwarf Chinese holly and an
largest and most populous of
orange berry pyracantha the Mariana Islands into a
growing up the well.
booming vacation resort.
Accentuating the diamond
pane windows of the garage are
India's tigers have killed as
two window boxes containing many as 60,000
sheep, cows and
red geraniums and white goats in one year, but they help
petunias. On the other side and farmers by keeping down the
at the end of the house the same number of crop-eating deer, anplants are repeated with telope and wild pigs

Careers for women were
rather limited 60 years ago. A
girl might be a schoolteacher
or a nurse or a hired girl, but
none of these positions was too
alluring, and mostly young ladies just stayed at home until
Prince Charming came along.
And when he asked, "Will
you?" and she had answered,
-Yes," they were married and
presumably lived happily ever
after.
But while she was waiting the
young lady hadn't been idle.
Homemaking in itself was a
career and girls were supposed
to know something about it before taking on the job. And they
learned by doing. Any mother
who didn't teach her daughter
to clean and cook and wash and
iron wasn't doing her duty.
Also, girls were taught to
sew, for "store bought" goods
were considered vastly inferior
to homemade articles, and at
that time there was some justification for such an opinion.
Since marriage was the end
and aim of most girls, nearly
all of them had "hope chests"
which were filled with marvels
of fine needlework.

Girls started preparing for
their wedding in those days almost as soon as they were old
enough to hold a needle. Fine
limn tablecloths and napkins
had to be hemmed by hand, as
did sheets and pillow slips, and
no slipshod work would pass
muster. So expert did the
needlewomen become that
their stitches were all but invisible.
You probably started learning to sew on everyday dish
towels which were made of
flour sacks flour came in 50
and 100-pound cloth bags at
that time t. After the flour had
been emptied out, the coarse
cotton sacks were carefully
ripped apart, washed and
bleached and then painstakingly hemmed on all four sides and
maybe decorated with feather
stitching or chain stitch.
By the time you had about
four dozen dish towels finished
you were expert enough to start
hemming tea towels and embroidering them with designs of
flowers, butterflies and oldfashioned ladies standing by a
garden gate. Then there were
dresser scarves and table
runners and tidies and doilies
in a bewildering array, all

hand-hemmed and hand-embroidered and edged with crocheted lace or tatting.
Probably there would be crocheted lace doilies and maybe
grandmother would contribute
enough knitted lace for a couple
of pairs of pillow slips. Other
pillow slips were hemstitched
by hand or embroidered, and
there had to be several stiff
glossy linen tablecloths of various sizes, each with a dozen
linen napkins to match. A bride
was expected to have a good
-setting out" in those days and
a well-filled linen closet was
looked upon as a necessity.
It was a good way to pass an
evening — mother arid the girls
gathered around the center table in the sitting room,sewing a
fine seam by the light of a kerosene lamp. And on summer afternoons when they sat in rocking chairs on the front porch,
hands were busy with needle or
crochet hook or tatting shuttle.
And most ladies belonged to a
"sewing circle" which met at
each member's house once a
week turn-about, and of course
everyone brought her sewing.
Or maybe they sewed carpet
rags or tied quilts for some particular bride-to-be, for this kind

Educational Conference To Be Held Here
-The Child—His Culture" is
the theme of a two-day
educational conference June 2223 at Murray State University
for teachers, principals and
supervisors on the elementary
school level.
Sponsored jointly by the
university, the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development
and
the
Association for. Childhood
Education, the conference will
open at 5 p.m. June 22 with
registration
Winslow
at
Cafeteria.
Rebecca
Dr.
Baker,
president-elect
the
of
Association for Childhood Internat °nal
from Southern
Ilinois University, Carbondale,
will be the principal speaker at
a dinner beginning at 6:30 p.m.
Presiding will be Mrs. Ruth
Ward, president of the Ken-

tucky ACE, and Dr. Donald
Jones, dean of the Murray State
Graduate School, will welcome
the conference to the campus.
A native of Sikeston, Mo., Dr.
Baker holds two degrees from
the University of Missouri and
earned her doctorate at the
University of Iowa.
The Friday evening program
also will include a 25-minute
bagpipe concert by Cynthia M.
Terrett of Hickman.
Dr. Joel Maring, associate
professor of anthropology at
Southern Illinois University,
will be the featured speaker at
each of two general sessions
Junes 23, the first at 9:50 a.m.
and the second at 1:30 p.m.
Registration for the Friday
session is set for 9 a.m. in the
University School Auditorium.
Mrs. Sue Jent, Madisonville,
resident of the Kentucky

A.S.C.D., will preside at the
morning session, while Miss
Rubie E. Smith, chairman of
the department of elementary
education at Murray State, will
preside at the afternoon session.
Eugene Russell and Dr. Jack
Nance, both members of the
Murray State
faculty, will
introduce Dr. Maring at the two
sessions.
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of work went better when a
whole group worked at it.
So piece by piece, the hope
chest was filled, and when the
bride was established in her
own home there would be displayed in every room evidence
of her industry and achievement. And there was a sense of
honest pride which contributed
not a little to a feeling of contentment in being able to say,
"This I did myself."
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Hospital Report
June 19, 1972
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 6

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Master Kent Evert Landers,
336 Aspen St., Calvert City,
Teddy Max Crider, Rt. 7,
Murray, Robert Riley Lvins,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Kathryn
Lucinda Wilson and Baby Girl,
112 N. 13th St., Apt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia Ann Tucker and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Alice Sheridan, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Lettye Freeland Wilson,
1662 Calloway, murray, Mrs.
Cora Lee Wells, 505 S. 2nd St.,
Murray, Mrs. Rhoda Bell
Marshall (expired), Box 84,
Hazel.

Yankees Win

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) —
The New York Yankees blasted
14 hits but had to come from
behind Monday night for an 11inning 8-6 victory over the Syracuse Chiefs, their International League farm club.
The Chiefs became the first
International League team to
Dr. Maring, a native of lose to a parent club in exhibiWaterloo,Iowa, is a graduate of tion baseball play this season.
The Chiefs took a 4-0 lead on
Wartburg College, and received
his doctorate from Indiana Danny Walton's three-run
homer and a solo blast by
University.
A nationally -recognized Frank Fernandez in the first inanthropologist, he has had ning.
many of his worls published and
Ron Swoboda started the
has taught or done research Yankees' second inning comework in the Philippines, Viet- back with a homer. He also hit
nam, Cambodia and Nigeria as a run-scoring triple in the sixth
well as many areas of the and later hit a two-run homer
In the eighth.
states.
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* SUNDAY, JUNE 25th, 1972 *
has been set aside as the 5th Annual Dairy Day!
The Dairy Farmers of Calloway County will celebrate the importance of their $2 million dollar industry annually,
by sponsoring this event.
Festivities Will Be Held in the . . .

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER PARKING LOT
In Front of the Murray Insurance Agency
SPECIAL EVENTS ARE:
1:30,
4 Band will perform!
2:00—Miss Kathy Stubblefield, our Calloway County District Dairy Princess will welcome everyone!
2:15—The Crowning of the 1972 Princess, Miss Carolyn Venable, by the Reigning Princess, Miss Kathy
Stubblefield!
2:30—A Cow Milking Demonstration by Dr. John Nicolai, Dairy Specialist!
2:45—An Ice Cream Freezing Contest with County Dignitaries as Contestants!
- 3:00—A Daring Airplane Jump with Three Parachutists!
3:30—A Calf Feeding Contest!
3:45—The "Grand Finale" - Drawing for the Boy's and Girl's Bicycles. Must be present to win!

* LOTS OF FREE MILK TREATS AND PLENTY OF FUN FOR EVERYONE *

Bank of Murray
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